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中 文 摘 要 ： 本計畫承繼近二十年來亞美研究的兩個重要發展方向，一是亞美「
新形式主義」﹙new formalism﹚的崛起，另一是亞美文學跨出北美
歸屬，對亞洲歷史與政治文化想像的介入。
      從亞美名號在1960年代建立以來，亞美文學研究，多強調作
品反映族裔歷史與追求種族平權的經驗，重視作品寫實內容多過於
創作形式。不過，進入二十一世紀之後，形式和語言日受重視。黎
慧儀在論文〈種族形式〉﹙2008﹚裡，就點明亞美研究「新形式主
義」的走向，並指出這一波「新形式主義」，並非追求文學作品獨
立於社會現實之外的美學價值，而是強調「形式」和意識與文化「
構成」﹙formation﹚無法切割的關係。
      在「新形式主義」的風潮當中，華裔加拿大作家鄧敏靈的小
說《別說我們一無所有》﹙2016﹚最引人注目之處，在於將古典音
樂的形式溶入文學創作中。本計畫以《別說我們一無所有》為核心
研究文本，意在於深究古典音樂形式和族裔歷史、人權論述結合的
可能性與作用力。鄧敏靈將西方古典音樂寫入中國文化大革命與天
安門事變的歷史，不僅讓古典音樂成為小說裡，成長於不同文化背
景、不同世代之人物情感表達與創作敘事的載體，更用小說形式模
仿巴哈複調音樂的形式，探索複調音樂作為一種主體構成的模式
，以及音樂演奏與詮釋過程，促成權力遞嬗、人我移情與社群重組
的潛能。
為了能更深入了解古典音樂形式如何牽引東西文化建構、重構族群
意識，本計畫帶入另一系列核心文本：薩伊德關於音樂的主要著述
，包括《音樂闡發》﹙1991﹚、《論晚期風格：反常道的音樂與文
學》﹙2006﹚、《音樂的極境》﹙2008﹚、《平行與矛盾：探索音
樂與社會》﹙與巴倫波因合著；2004﹚。薩伊德是當代文學與文化
論者當中，極少數鑽研西方古典音樂、發掘古典音樂形式與內涵、
並在著述中不斷連結古典音樂與文學/文化議題的評論者。他討論巴
哈，還有加拿大鋼琴家顧爾德演奏巴哈的多篇著述有助於了解《別
說我們一無所有》中對巴哈與顧爾德的關注。他在1999年與猶太裔
指揮家巴倫波因合作，創立「西東合集管弦樂團」，更具體地將古
典音樂帶上斡旋以色列-巴勒斯坦政治與文化衝突的舞台。
簡言之，本計畫結合鄧敏靈與薩伊德對文學與音樂的論點，思考古
典音樂的形式與本質、古典音樂形式在《別說我們一無所有》中的
作用、古典音樂與中國現代歷史/人權和主體建構的關聯、古典音樂
對亞美跨國文化想像的啟發、也思考亞洲與亞裔音樂家在當今古典
音樂舞台影響力日增的文化意義。

中文關鍵詞： 鄧敏靈、薩伊德、音樂、形式、亞美文學、《別說我們一無所有》

英 文 摘 要 ： This research project continues two trends of Asian
American studies in the past two decades: the rise of Asian
American “new formalism” and Asian American literature’s
intervention into the conceptions of Asian histories and
cultures.
Since the coinage of the term “Asian American” in the
1960s, Asian American literary studies have placed more
emphasis on literary texts’ contents—their
representations of Asian American immigrant histories and



pursuits of racial equality—than on literary forms. This
focus on literature’s “aboutness” is nonetheless
balanced out by the increasing attention to forms and
language after the millennium. Colleen Lye pinpointed the
rise of “new formalism” in Asian American studies in her
essay “Racial Form” (2008). She also made clear that this
“new formalism” is not after an aesthetics independent of
social reality but considers “form” as embedded in and
exerting forces on the “formation” of ideological
structures and social relationships.
In this context of “new formalism,” Madeleine Thien’s Do
Not Say We Have Nothing (2016) stands out in that it gives
western classical music and its form an integral position
in an epic novel that spans China’s history from the time
before the Cultural Revolution to the aftermath of the
Tienanmen incident. Classical music is not only played by
the main characters in the novel but its polyphonic
potential is drawn upon to be a model of literary creation
and subject formation. The process of composing and
performing music by adding individual interpretations
further enables the transferals of power, the transference
between individuals, and the transmutations of community.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the nature of
classical music as a trigger in cultural formation, this
project draws upon, in addition to Thien, Edward W. Said’s
publications on music: Musical Elaborations (1991), On Late
Style: Music and Literature against the Grain (2006), Music
at the Limits (2008), Parallels and Paradoxes: Explorations
in Music and Society (co-author with Barenboim; 2004). Said
was one of the few contemporary literary-cultural critics
who studied classical music and attended to the connection
between literature/culture and classical music. His essays
on Bach and the Canadian pianist Glenn Gould’s
interpretations of Bach offer invaluable insights to the
role of Bach’s and Gould’s music in Do Not Say We Have
Nothing. His cooperation with the Jewish conductor Daniel
Barenboim in the establishment of the West–Eastern Divan
Orchestra in 1999 further pushed classical musical
performance to the contested stage of Isralie-Palestine
political and cultural conflicts.
Briefly, by drawing together Thien and Said, this project
explores the form and nature of classical music, studies
the function and implications of classical music in Do Not
Say We Have Nothing, analyzes the role of classical music
in relation to human rights and subjectivity formation in
China and Asian America, in addition to meditating on the
increasingly important position that classical musicians of
Asian descent have achieved in the world.



英文關鍵詞： Madeleine Thien, Edward W. Said, music, form, Asian
American literature, Do Not Say We Have Nothing
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How night can elide such solidities, only 
the arch’s girders lit by the taillights of early
morning cars, then like the twin hills
of some cadaverous kingdom, the topmost
lattice rises, sketches itself apart from sky.
The man who imagined this design in the denouement
of the Depression had dome in his mind, without doubt,
but one triangled with air, the juxtapose
between shi#ing weather and the certainty of steel.
Empire, however nebulous, embossed as cicatrice
and emblem, before gra$ti darkened the intent 
to surmount the underside, the truth. 
And now nearly the whole bower of commerce
is visible; and yet the art of it endures. 

                                   The award-winning Asian Canadian writer Madeleine 
Thien (!%&'- ) has gained increasing critical acclaim. This interview focuses 
on her most recent novel, Do Not Say We Have Nothing (()!*), but the 
discussions extend to her other work—Simple Recipes (())!), Certainty 
(())*), and Dogs at the Perimeter (()!!). An epic novel that spans China’s 
tumultuous modern history from the establishment of the People’s Republic 
of China, the Land Reform, and the Cultural Revolution, to the !%+% 
Tiananmen Movement and its a#ermath, Do Not Say We Have Nothing 
explores modern Chinese histories via the form of creative writing. Since the 
novel was inspired by Bach’s Goldberg Variations and at its core is the family 
saga of three classical musicians whose lives crossed at the Shanghai 
Conservatory, the interview probes particularly the interactions between 
music, writing, and the representation of histories.
 In the ,rst section Thien dwells on creative writing’s mediating role in 
historical representation and comments on her relationship with characters 
and readers. The second section discusses the inspiring role of music and the 
meaning of music, silence, and mathematics in politics and for individual 
characters. The third section deliberates on the motif of “the Book of Records” 
and the implications of taking “compiling” and “copying” as creative forms. 
Thien turns in the last section to the connection between June Fourth and 
the Cultural Revolution. She also compares her writing with Ma Jian’s Beijing 
Coma (())+) and discusses writing as a way to connect generations.
 The conversation took place at Milk and Honey Cafe at !!!% Newkirk 
Ave, Brooklyn, New York, on Feb. (!, ()!+. The transcript has been read and 
con,rmed by Thien.

Writing, History, and 
Music in Do Not Say 
We Have Nothing
A Conversation with Madeleine Thien

H s i u - c h u a n  L e e
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  History, Memory, and Creative Writing

   Hsiu-chuan Lee: In your ()!- essay in The Guardian, which protested against the 
closing down of the MFA program in creative writing at City University of 
Hong Kong, you stated: “For writers, literature is a carrier of history.” Could 
you say more about the relationship between creative writing and history?

  Madeleine Thien: I probably was thinking about Hong Kong itself, and about 
the books I was trying to write. Given the scale of the catastrophe in 
Cambodia, there have been few ,ctional works about the genocide though 
there are extraordinary non-,ction works and memoirs. Maybe the work of 
,ction is in part to get in between what history can tell us, the mechanisms 
that history shows us. It writes the shadow part of history. In Dogs at the 
Perimeter [herea#er Dogs], for example, I knew that it would have been 
almost impossible for someone to take the route that Janie takes out of 
Cambodia during the years of !%&* and !%&&. I wanted to write what might 
have been possible in the life of one person—if only the escape had been 
possible. Whether someone in Janie’s circumstances, who has lost her parents 
and will lose her brother, would have survived those years is an enormous 
question mark. So in some way the novel explores how, in such a shadow, a 
life might have been lived if history had allowed this life to continue. In Do 
Not Say We Have Nothing [herea#er Do Not Say], I wanted to see what was 
being written inside silences, what was in the unwritten music and the lost 
musicians—things that couldn’t come into being but maybe there was still a 
shadow of them. That the writing of history might also contain this shadow.

 ./: What’s it like to work in between what has been known in history and the 
freedom given by ,ction and characters?

 01: I think you live from moment to moment with the characters. It’s a strange 
process. As the writer, you know what’s going to happen politically or 
historically as the years progress, but the characters live moment to moment 
and react to each moment as we all do—unable to perceive what’s around 
the corner. When we read history, we have this feeling of inevitability. But 
,ction is di2erent. History knows how things are going to turn out, but for 
individuals, nothing is inevitable. This is a strange contradiction.

 ./: You also said, in The Guardian essay, that “In Chinese, the word 
remembrance, jì yì, is a pun that can be heard two ways, 記憶 (to recall, 
record) and 技藝 (art).” Could you comment upon the idea of memory as an 
artistic mediation of the past?

 01: I wondered how, or if, the recording—or refashioning or writing into art—of 
characters’ memories would give these memories temporary refuge. Memories 
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and histories are vulnerable: vulnerable to censorship, removal, erasure, 
disbelief. But as art they have their own house, their own parameters. The 
symphony that Sparrow writes has its own entryway; it exists in a di2erent 
kind of space. In pulling di2erent things together to make art, you create 
another holding place before memory 3ickers away.

 ./: Do you agree that one important goal of creative writing is to write about 
something that didn’t happen but might happen in history?

 01: This is what I did in Dogs, when I wanted to ,nd an escape for Janie. But 
I also wonder, is it really possible for us to imagine something that didn’t 
happen? I think that history contains all; everything is buried somewhere. 
It’s almost like the camera of history is moving too quickly and we want to 
make it slow down for us so that we might look somewhere we didn’t look 
before. It’s the same panorama we are looking at. It’s just that we’re looking 
for something else in there.

 ./: You did serious research before you wrote. I can sense a strong appeal to the 
historical real in your work.

 01: I tried not to take liberty with histories. The one [i.e., imagining an escape 
route for Janie] in Dogs was the biggest I took, but otherwise I was very 
exact about what was happening with the Khmer Rouge politically, with 
policy, with movement of people, with the speci,c way genocide was carried 
out. For me it was very important not to tamper with the historical record 
because this is a genocide in which there exists documentation and in which 
the terrible loss of life, the waste of life, was planned.

 ./: Have you ever, in the process of your writing, entered any point of history 
where you were not quite sure about what happened?

 01: Sometimes you don’t know the degree of what happened, and sometimes 
you don’t know the speci,cities of a particular place. You know the larger 
picture but not the details. While writing Certainty I was researching my 
father’s hometown in Malaysia. I found a great deal of information about 
the Australian and British soldiers who died in the Japanese prisoner-of-war 
camps but almost no documentation of local lives. It was an empty space in 
the historical record. And when I asked my family or interviewed my uncles, 
I understood they couldn’t dwell on those details; mostly when they talked 
about the past they cupped it away in a few sentences (like we were hungry or 
we did this or that) and wouldn’t or couldn’t go into the details of that time. 
Emotionally they couldn’t.

 ./: Does imagination step in for those empty spaces?
 01: Yes, but the writer also has to let go of a lot of preconceived ideas. Maybe 
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one of the hardest things is to not project, as much as humanly possible, 
what you assume or think you know onto the characters. When writing 
about Cambodia and China, many people never thought that, within ,ve 
years, their society could become something almost unimaginable. None of 
us would ever expect that totalitarianism would descend upon us. I think 
for a long time I’ve been interested in what is happening—within individual 
hearts and minds and in the social climate—as totalitarianism is taking root. 
What is it that we keep missing about ourselves? What causes people to 
rush headlong towards ideology? What happens when they realize that the 
freedoms they took for granted begin to feel, bit by bit, out of reach?

 ./: Instead of writing about the autobiographical, you’ve insisted on writing 
,ction and using writing to explore others. Why are “others” so important?

 01: The intimate world I was surrounded with, my family and particularly 
my parents, sometimes felt caught between languages. I know my parents 
sometimes felt inadequate to the place they lived in. I think that growing up 
and seeing my parents try to live with dignity le# a big mark on me. I want 
to value that they have knowledge of di2erent worlds; maybe I also write 
against the undervaluing of that knowledge.

 ./: What is then the relationship between you and your characters? Do you feel 
sympathetic for them?

 01: They have given me more than I could ever put into a book or what I could 
express. When my ,rst book came out, my mom read it and said that it made 
her feel less alone; it made her feel that I understood what she went through 
in those hard years when I was a child and the family was struggling. When I 
was writing Dogs and Do Not Say, I wanted to think deeply about what it is to 
live the a#ermath. The books are not there to set the record right or to write 
the history; they are about experiences that implicate all of us. Their history 
is also our history. The history of the Cambodian genocide is also American 
history, and is inextricable from the repercussions of American policies and 
decisions. We need to look at it, think about it, mourn it, be angry about it, 
and at least live in it for a little while.

 ./: Are the victims of the historical events among your intended readers?
 01: Yes. I think a lot about what it would feel like to pick up a book like mine 

and feel that your life and history has been misrepresented, has been made 
super,cial or has been skewed into something else—that is what I really 
don’t want. I think a book shouldn’t be afraid of its readers, no matter how 
close or how far they are from the historical or contemporary reality of the 
novel. I think that [a concern like this] isn’t just an ethical or moral question; 
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it’s a literary failure when people who have lived something close to this 
experience do not recognize any part of themselves in it; it’s a failure of the 
art, a failure of imagination.

 ./: Some readers might expect to see images of an author in that author’s 
characters. But in your case, characters that appear to be like you at ,rst 
glance usually turn out to be very di2erent from you. One exception is the 
protagonist in “A Map of the City”—the last story in Simple Recipes. This 
character shares similarities with you.

 01: Yes, and I think it was the hardest to write. It is hard to see yourself well. 
And if you are very self-critical, you may turn that onto your characters, and 
that’s not a good thing. You won’t give them the kind of space you would give 
another character.

 ./: How would you describe your relationship with your characters? Are they 
subjects of your study?

 01: No. They are like friends. And like friends, they don’t tell you everything. 
There are some things they don’t know, some things you don’t ask them, and 
some things they might tell you while knowing that you have understood it 
as something else.

 ./: Do you mean that you and your characters converse and ,gure out a story 
together?

 01: I think so. But mostly they are around me. Even now I can feel Sparrow 
sitting over there at the corner, listening, or Big Mother Knife will be 
stomping o2 in a second. It’s not that I feel that they are inside me or jostling 
inside my brain, but that they are around us, thinking their own thoughts, 
knowing much more than I’ve known, much more about the things that they 
carry in the novel. And they also let me know: “you can do it,” “you won’t let 
us down.”

  Music, Silence, and Mathematics

 ./: You taught creative writing at4City University of Hong Kong between ()!) 
and ()!-. Did you write Do Not Say mostly in Hong Kong?

 01: During those years I went to Hong Kong maybe three times a year, each 
time for a few weeks. The rest of the teaching was one-on-one mentorship 
and could be done through Skype, email, or telephone. I was sometimes in 
Germany, sometimes in the US, sometimes in Canada, in Singapore for six 
months, and in China for probably six to seven months. My boyfriend had a 
fellowship in Berlin so we lived there for a year. Berlin was a good place for 
me to work in the library and research Western classical music.
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 ./: Did the musical part of the novel develop from your stay in Germany?
 01: I don’t know. It gets all interconnected. I started listening to Glenn Gould’s 

recording of the Goldberg Variations in Berlin, but I don’t know what 
triggered what. But Berlin was de,nitely a good place to think about Bach 
and classical music; libraries there are also vast with a good collection of 
Chinese literature translated into English. What I had trouble ,nding in 
Canada was easy to ,nd in Germany.

 ./: Where did you go in China for research?
 01: My base was Shanghai. And from Shanghai I travelled to di2erent places 

such as Guangxi (廣西) and then to the northwest Gansu (甘肅), but the 
long period of intense writing was done in Shanghai.

 ./: Did you write in the Shanghai Conservatory?
 01: No. But I spent a lot of time there. I walked around and dri#ed through 

the buildings, hallways, the practice rooms. The architecture has changed 
quite a bit since the !%*)s but it has this feeling to it, and it’s still in the same 
location. There is a little museum with the conservatory’s history. It’s a little 
bit hidden. It has a room speci,cally about the Cultural Revolution and the 
musicians who lost their lives.

 ./: Is the story of He Luting (賀綠汀) your starting point to conceive Do Not 
Say?

 01: Not really. He was stuck in my mind, but what really interested me was 
why abstract art forms such as music could be so dangerous. I understood 
that words can be dangerous. I understood the terrible logic of persecuting 
writers. Poetry, literature, stories live inside people and put words to rage or 
beauty and of course to revolutionary desires.

 ./: But classical music could be dangerous less because of its abstract form than 
because to some people it represents Western civilization and promotes 
Western cultural values.

 01: Yes. But there is also the power of music itself and the artist’s desire to create 
new forms. A government’s fear of art is also an acknowledgement of its 
power, how it can shape desires, shape us, and that it gets inside us in a way 
that is very di$cult for any outside source to control. So on the one hand, 
music could be representative of a bourgeois sensibility—it could come from 
a certain class or social order, but at the same time a Beethoven symphony 
is also a powerful and uncontrollable experience that might show you 
something, or even expose some imperfections, of our world. That’s a very 
interesting power. It’s fascinating to wonder how music is internalized, how it 
might reveal something about the reality of our life.
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 ./: Despite this power of music, Mao Zedong’s symphony was to convert music 
to nationalism.

 01: Yes, they had the orchestra and did believe that one could take Western 
instruments and Western classical music forms and use them to express 
Chinese sel5ood. Music was taken as a tool because in revolutionary 
times everything must serve as a tool. It was considered something that was 
powerful and therefore something that had to be controlled. During the 
Cultural Revolution, the Party was very strict about what the orchestra could 
and couldn’t play.

 ./: But the musicians in Do Not Say still steal some freedom from the music.
 01: Yes, perhaps because one never knows where the music will go. I probably 

listened to Goldberg Variations before in my life, but I can’t pinpoint the 
moment when I listened to it and I suddenly heard it, really heard it in the 
con,guration of my life, my mind, and my feelings, and that intersection 
with the music at that particular moment led to this book. It’s not an 
understatement to say that Goldberg Variations created this book. But 
why? And how? It seems to me that music has a truth or some form of 
understanding.

 ./: Edward Said related the power of music to its “silence,” by which he referred 
not to the victimized side of silence as being deprived of voice but to the 
signifying uncertainty of music.6 “Silence” is a recurring motif in Do Not Say. 
Could you comment on the e2ects of silence in the novel?

 01: Silence in this novel isn’t all negative. There is a silencing or censoring part; 
and there is also a silence, a space, in which you can think and question. I 
associate that kind of silence with privacy, private life, a life of the mind, which 
is very di2erent from the public life which in its most totalitarian form is all 
volume, all performance, all ,tting your words into the accepted structure. 
When Sparrow imagines that he sees Zhuli, he tells her that the only life is 
the one in your mind. Zhuli also tries to take refuge in silence when she goes 
through the denunciation meetings. It’s the silence that signals her ending, 
her death, but she walks towards it as if towards a refuge. For her, at that 
moment, the silence doesn’t need to be one thing or the other. It is what it is.

 ./: In the talk “The Field of Sound,” which you gave at the Summer Institute in 
Asian American Studies (SIAAS) in Taiwan,7 did you mean to say that the 
opposite side of sound is not silence?

 01: That’s right. A passage in the essay is about the di2erent kinds of silence. 
One is where you choose not to speak, and one is about solitude, space, 
or tranquility—all those textures of silence. In a famous description of 
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Shostakovich denouncing another musician, one observer said that keeping 
silent would have been the sign of courage. Silence in this context is about 
not accepting the parameters and not accepting the conditions: refusing 
to denounce another human being. It could be the most courageous thing. 
Also, one reason for Sparrow to be able to produce such a true work at the 
end of his life is partly because he has lived in silence for so long, but it was 
a silence in which he still hears everything—such as the factories and the 
loudspeakers, the voices, machines, wind and air, the cadence of life—as 
music. He understands that music is much more than what he understood it 
to be when he was younger.

 ./: Sparrow has been against the music with titles. When he ,nally creates 
music with a title—“The Sun Shines on the People’s Square,” he argues that 
the “square” refers not only to Tiananmen Square but also to the various 
“squares” he has experienced through life. It seems that you want to combine 
the abstract form of music with something concrete in Sparrow’s life. Does 
the power of music come from this combination?

 01: If we live in a time of political orthodoxies, when there is a political desire 
to control our private thoughts and desires, maybe the abstract form o2ers 
freedom. In the case of Sparrow, abstract art allows di2erent things to be 
combined. And the combination for him is not only about music, but all 
those squares or pieces from which he tried to build a life. Each square is 
part of an ongoing, recurring, emerging shape. His square is so di2erent 
from creating a brand new human or a brand new Tiananmen Square that is 
going to hold everything in a social utopia. For Sparrow, the motion towards 
the square keeps repeating to create abstract forms, bringing di2erent things 
into contact with each other. His music is brought to life by what he lived, 
what he saw, and how he pieced them together. The form gives rise to other 
forms. It’s generative. A generative square that keeps shi#ing as opposed to a 
solidly de,ned square which closes around life.

 ./: Is Sparrow’s philosophy of creation also your philosophy?
 01: Only in the sense that I probably didn’t have it until I met Sparrow. I tried 

to think about how Sparrow would think of it. My own experiences would 
never have let me have that formulation.

 ./: How about Zhuli’s idea of having classical musicians (such as Proko,ev 
and Bach) occupy the spaces of national symbols (such as the Party and 
Chairman Mao)? Do you also share that idea?

 01: I like Zhuli’s idea when she talks about everything as part of an organic 
structure. For me, she is the most heartbreaking character because she 
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knows so much but she doesn’t have the opportunity to live out how her 
ideas would grow. Zhuli has a clarity that the other characters don’t have. 
For a long time, Sparrow thinks that he could ,nd a way to remain himself 
through all the political oppression, but Zhuli knows that this isn’t possible.

 ./: Does Zhuli know more than other characters because of her family background?
 01: Exactly. Sparrow doesn’t think that things could be overturned to that degree 

but Zhuli knows that everything can change in a moment. And she knows it 
doesn’t matter, not really, what your class background is or what you did or 
didn’t do or what you saw or didn’t think. Someone can be made an enemy 
of the people overnight.

 ./: Why did you make Zhuli die so early?
 01: I didn’t. When I think through the choices she would make, or the choices 

she thought were available to her and the level of violence against her, I 
think that she couldn’t accept living on. She is, in temperament, closer to the 
musicians who took their lives at the Shanghai Conservatory. Such a purity 
in their love for music—a purity and integrity they couldn’t reconcile with 
the times in which they were living. Zhuli just wouldn’t compromise with 
that kind of degradation, especially the humiliation to women. Sparrow and 
Kai compromise music: Kai makes music he doesn’t believe in and Sparrow 
doesn’t make music at all. But Zhuli couldn’t do either of those things.

 ./: Did you create Ai-ming as a continuation of Zhuli?
 01: Ai-ming also can’t accept certain kinds of hypocrisy. Realistically, she could 

actually just go on with her life in China a#er the !%+% demonstrations. She 
probably would get into Beijing University. I don’t know if I consciously 
created her as a continuation but it seems that this is what she is. And in a 
way Zhuli and Ai-ming make their choices because of Sparrow. When they 
see the person they love so much denying so much about himself, they won’t 
relent in their own choices. Were Sparrow a di2erent person, Ai-ming would 
probably be a di2erent daughter.

 ./: When you wrote Do Not Say, did you have in mind the increasing popularity 
of classical music in China?

 01: Not really while I was writing. In my research, I was very interested in 
Chinese composers who came up in the !%+)s. I was interested in what 
they were thinking and doing. And de,nitely, when you’re at the Shanghai 
Conservatory, you’re surrounded by a younger generation. And when 
you attend concerts in Shanghai, they’re packed with young people 
and enthusiastic audiences. The concert halls are stunningly full. This 
phenomenon was at the back of my head. Maybe it reinforced for me 
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  the belief that taking music into yourself, performing music, loving music,  
is an instinctive and natural expression everywhere. It could be classical 
music and it could be other music. Music travels. It has this ability then  
and now.

 ./: But classical music in China was also a legacy of missionaries, a tool 
of imperialism. A#er the Cultural Revolution, the arrival of renowned 
musicians such as Isaac Stern and Yehudi4Menuhin then made classical 
music a tool that symbolically bridged China to the modern world.

 01: That’s true. But I also think there are many [Chinese] composers who are in 
real kinship with composers like Tchaikovsky and Beethoven, though less 
so with Bach. I don’t ,nd it surprising that Beethoven speaks to the Chinese 
society. He was re-envisioning musical form and the Chinese musicians in 
the !%+)s were living in the a#ermath of revolution. I also have this feeling 
that music has a will to move. Music moves to where it’s going to be heard. 
You could almost say that Western classical music is moving away from the 
Western world where audiences are in decline. It’s moving to places where 
other people hear and feel it. And when people in China stop hearing and 
feeling it, it will go somewhere else. Same with traditional forms of music. 
Music almost has its own migration patterns.

 ./: Music seems to have the power to escape any con,nement or appropriation.
 01: Yes, it’s like music has its own DNA and its own desire. It seems to have the 

power to move in a way that is much more di$cult for literature. Literature 
has to be translated. Literature carries the norms and syntax of its time. Right 
now, for example, we are less willing to give up our narrative power to an 
omniscient narrator; we seem to prefer the ,rst-person narrator; we prefer 
that level of intimacy and subjectivity. Literature is very marked by its era. 
Music is also marked, of course, but a phrase of music can be picked up by 
anyone anywhere and re-formulated into something else.

 ./: How about the connection between mathematics and music? In Dogs, you 
also wrote passages about brain science. Are you interested in science?

 01: I love science. Up to the age of sixteen, math was e2ortless for me. I thought 
I could understand everything about numbers but then, one day, it just 
stopped. Even so, I still ,nd mathematics fascinating. It’s another form of 
describing the world. It signals a di2erent kind of reality and numbers have 
another shape and depth.

 ./: In Do Not Say, Marie initially tries to escape her family history through the 
abstractness of mathematics, but mathematics instead o2ers her a way to 
access her past.
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 01: That’s right. Marie is gi#ed in numbers; she is such a good mathematician 
that she hears and experiences it much like the way Sparrow understands the 
world through music. For her, mathematics is a world. It’s multi-dimensional 
and she lives inside it. And maybe she is able to tell these stories because 
mathematics gives her a feeling of freedom. It gives her the kind of solidity 
that music gives Sparrow.

 ./: Is “zero” important in Do Not Say because it’s the most abstract concept, the 
most empty number?

 01: Yes, it is. And it’s also the most stable one. I was looking at ideas of the X 
and Y graph, and the idea that everything depends on zero, everything is 
measured out from zero in all directions. To be minus ,ve you’ve got to know 
where zero is and vice versa. So you can almost say that it’s the only point 
that is real in a sense. In Do Not Say, everything is so dependent on other 
things, forward and backward in time. In some way you can’t know any of 
these characters until you know the ones beside them. Everyone’s identity 
is so dependent on each other. When Marie tells the story, the story that is 
partially missing is her own father’s story. Her way of telling his story is to 
tell the stories of all the people he loved, betrayed, and tried to save. He exists 
through them.

      “Copying” and “Compiling” as Creative Forms

 ./: You mentioned elsewhere that Do Not Say was inspired by The Tiananmen 
Papers («天安門文件»; ())!).8 In your novel, characters like Wen the 
Dreamer or Marie also engage in tasks of copying and compiling. Do you 
take “copying” and “compiling” as forms of artistic creation?

 01: I conceived “compiling” and “copying” separately. Wen the Dreamer is a copier. 
He copies in the Book of Records. Marie and Ai-ming are closer to compilers 
who put pieces and bits together. Copying is an art. You try to write in a style 
of the other, but your own voice is inextricably present (in this case, in Wen 
the Dreamer’s calligraphy). A copy is more than a copy, and is a meeting of 
the copier and the originator (who may also have copied). And compilers are 
those who carry things—almost physically carry them. They literally gather 
up these bits and pieces, take on the weight, the burden, and carry them from 
place to place until they exhaust themselves and hope that someone else will 
pick up those things and keep carrying them. It’s interesting, though, that 
Marie is both, because she gathers all the pieces and also writes new ones.

 ./: I wonder how these ideas about “compiling” and “copying” might change our 
conception of subjectivity in literary creation. If a writer is understood as a 
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compiler or a copier, writing is to merge oneself into a collectivity. In Do Not 
Say, individual subjectivity seems to give way to kinship.

 01: Yes. It could be that I have some cynicism about the originality and 
individuality of one author. I think some of the greatest art happens when 
writers open themselves up to everything that they are not, and allow all 
those things to play again in a new con,guration.

 ./: Did you think this way when you started your writing career? Or have you 
acquired this along the way?

 01: There’s a change, maybe in response to me thinking about the art being 
created now. The things we call original always seem to me to be the children 
of other things. And maybe the characters in my novel showed me this way 
of thinking.

 ./: I have the feeling that individuality is more emphasized in characters like 
Janie and Hiroji in Dogs than in characters in Do Not Say, where characters 
are happy to merge with others. Big Mother Knife, for example, imagines her 
body parts as representations of her family members.

 01: This is true. It’s also due to the historical conditions in which these characters 
found themselves. For Janie and Hiroji, it’s an atomization. During the Khmer 
Rouge years, no one could save another person. The brutality of the particular 
war and genocide they lived through split each person from another. This 
also happened in China, but in waves over several decades. In Dogs, I was also 
looking for kinship. The two books are in conversation with each other. In 
some way they’re asking how we might choose each time—because mechanisms 
of violence are not going away. They come back again and again in related 
forms. The di$cult knots at the centre of these books are: how does one 
choose, how does one live, how does one create and re-create, and how does 
one not become atomized because honestly, it makes perfect sense that, a#er 
what they lived through, they would lose faith in other human beings.

 ./: In Do Not Say, the characters are musicians, and “individuality” or 
“originality” seems to be problematized in musical performance as 
performers usually play with each other and on others’ work.

 01: Yes. But don’t you think that it’s strange that in Do Not Say—where kinship 
and the blurring of lines is so important—the characters are actually more 
de,ned and individual than any of the characters in my other books? With 
so much communality and their embrace of certain blurred lines, they 
actually become clearer of who they are.

 ./: Could you explain the mixed ways of naming in Do Not Say: some characters 
are named with pinyin while others are given nicknames like “Sparrow”?
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 01: I know this is not a good answer, but I went by instinct—whether the name 
,ts the characters and whether I could visualize the name in pinyin or in 
transliteration. Sometimes I wanted the image right away, like “Sparrow,” 
“Big Mother Knife,” and so on, but for others it was the poetics of the name, 
the sound. It was a juggling act. If every character was named with pinyin, 
it would be di$cult for some readers because the names mean nothing to 
them and bring no images to their mind. Also, Marie tells the story. She lives 
between worlds and she would have access to both systems. She would, on 
the one hand, be able to see the instant image of “Big Mother Knife” even if 
she only sees the pinyin, and vice versa. So in some way this [mixture] comes 
from the fact that Marie is a compiler; she draws from both ways.

 ./: How about the three images included in Do Not Say?9 Are there reasons 
behind the choice of each image?

 01: The short answer is that they’re all in Marie’s section, and they’re parts of her 
work as a compiler. She’s putting together di2erent bits and pieces; some of 
them would be the music and some of them would be archival images. What 
I wanted was a sense of the reality of her attempted documentation. The ,rst 
two images were taken in the places where Marie was in that moment of 
compiling. The last image is such an iconic image. Such a simple image but 
it triggered the whole movement, the !%+% Tiananmen demonstrations. All 
these images are part of Marie’s compiling and documentation. It’s interesting 
that you ask this question, because the German publisher very much insisted 
not to have the images. They didn’t think that the images added meaning 
and I didn’t ,ght them. It’s funny that with writing you do certain things by 
instinct, by your sense of the whole, and of the totality of the ideas you’re 
weaving together.

  June Fourth and the Issue of Generations

 ./: You said that, when you ,rst conceived Do Not Say, you wanted to write 
about June Fourth. But the novel doesn’t reach June Fourth until the last few 
chapters. Have you intentionally started from somewhere else before pushing 
the narrative to its core subject?

 01: That’s what happened intellectually, in a way. In practice, when I was writing 
I realized, a few hundred pages in, that I was still a long way from !%+%. I 
had started in !%%) and !%%!, and I knew that I would circle back to !%+%, 
but I didn’t expect to take so long. I thought that the path would be more 
direct. But actually, now that I think about it, this is the most direct path I 
could have taken. I think you have to go through all those doors, all those 
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political campaigns, all those turns of fortune and fates, before you can really 
understand what might have been in people’s minds on June Fourth.

 ./: One of the sources for the Tiananmen part of Do Not Say was Ma Jian’s 
Beijing Coma.: How’s your approach to the Tiananmen Square Protests 
di2erent from Ma’s?

 01: I’m a great admirer of Ma Jian. In Beijing Coma, he imagined himself 
into the life of the students; it’s a book about the students, who are of a 
di2erent generation from Ma. He himself le# Beijing before June Fourth 
because his brother had su2ered an accident. He thus also writes about the 
in-between space of remembering, imagining, and creating, but what he 
wrote in his novel is closer to what he saw and understood ,rst-hand, as 
a person who knows China intimately. I was inspired by the way he wrote 
about the students’ generation, but I turned the telescope around: his focus 
is the students and my focus is Sparrow’s generation. I wanted to be able 
to tell Sparrow’s story from its beginning to its end. Ma Jian went into the 
generation that came a#er him and I entered the generation that came before 
me. I think these two books are part of each other’s worlds, tied together by 
histories, desires, and impulses that echo and resonate with each other. We 
usually think about one generation a#er another, but never get to be pushed 
back again to an earlier generation like a wave.

 ./: Do Not Say connects the Cultural Revolution and the Tiananmen Square 
protests. Is this why Sparrow’s perspective is so crucial in the novel?

 01: Yes, it’s interesting to see how many revolutionary ideas of the young 
generation were revolutionary ideas of the past. If we could see how much 
di2erent generations have in common, we might understand why the wave 
(of social change, of deep and just revolution) never touches the land—why 
it keeps failing at the last moment. Each generation thinks that it discovers 
an idea for the ,rst time. It doesn’t heed its connection to other generations.

 ./: Talking about the connection of generations, I’m intrigued by your interest 
in writing about your parents’ generation. In comparison, you wrote little 
about your own generation.

 01: Yes, and when I do, they are like Janie, who is about my age. But even when 
she is of my generation, I’m more interested in looking outside. It’s funny 
that I don’t know how else to be—I don’t know how else to live my life or my 
writing life without thinking about my parents.

 ./: In addition to writing about your parents, it seems that you also have the 
tendency to move away from what you are most familiar with, such as your 
writing about China and Cambodia.
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 01: This moving away, writing about China and Cambodia, is a complicated  
one, because the histories are close to my family, but not my family history  
at all. My parents have a fragile connection with China because they were 
both born outside and speak minority dialects. So it’s a moving away into  
the world.

 ./: In Do Not Say, you o2er subtle details on the side of China but reveal little 
about what Marie and her mother experience in Canada. Do you have any 
plan to write more about Canada in the future?

 01: Yes, the next book will be closer to me and to my generation. I am taking 
everything I have learned. I don’t think I could have done this three books 
ago. I guess I had to know more about the world before I could think about 
my own life.

 ./: You mentioned in a previous interview that some publisher suggested to 
leave o2 “the last third” (which is on June Fourth) of Do Not Say for it to be 
published in China.; How do you think about this suggestion?

 01: It really ,ts the form of the book—that readers will get only a part and 
maybe, one day in the future, they’ll ,nd another part. Publishing this way 
would only be okay for me if it was very clear that the rest of the book had 
been torn out: it has to end in mid-sentence. It has to be very clear that 
there’s much more to this book that you don’t have in your hand. And I 
would hope that one day the other part will be published in China and be 
available and will ,nd its way into the readers’ lives. I would like this. I would 
love to see the novel published much like the Book of Records, in its di2erent 
chapters. This is how history comes to us, in bits and pieces out of order. In 
some way this would be the best way to publish the book, true to its form.

 ./: Finally, about the length of the novel. Your works before Do Not Say are 
much shorter. Since your language is poetic and re,ned, readers tend to read 
slowly. Given the length of Do Not Say, do you expect your readers to read it 
slowly or do you want them to speed up?

 01: I want both. This is my experience of reading the Russians. I can read 
Dostoevsky quickly because his plots and psychology are so gripping that 
I just want to turn the pages. But I can also read Dostoevsky slowly. Many 
people came up to me saying that they had read Do Not Say twice or even 
three times, or they had read it once and were going to read it again. As a 
writer that made me happy because it took me ,ve years to write it, and it 
takes a reader maybe twenty hours to read it. So I don’t mind people reading 
it twice.

 ./: I’ll de,nitely read Do Not Say more than one time. Thank you very much.
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 ! Said wrote: “Of all the arts . . . , music which depends on and is sound, is the most silent, 
the most inaccessible to the kind of mimetic meaning we can get for example from a 
poem, or a novel or ,lm” ((*().

 ( A revised version of this talk appears under the title “The Act of Listening” in The 
Subject(s) of Human Rights: Crises, Violations, and Asian/American Critique (()!%).

 " See Patterson, Polley, and Thien.
 ' The three images are (!) “an overpass that crosses a six-lane thoroughfare” in Hong Kong; 

(() “a small columbarium” in a cemetery near the Chinese border; and (") a photo taken 
on April ((, !%+%, featuring three petitioning students on the Tiananmen Square.

 - See Patterson, Polley, and Thien.
 * See Chen. 
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“Notes from the Underground”: 

Do Not Say We Have Nothing’s Worlding of China 

 

Abstract                                                                                                                          

This article studies Madeleine Thien’s engagement with the twentieth-century Chinese 

revolutionary histories in Do Not Say We Have Nothing (2016) as an example to explore what 

Asian North American literature could contribute to the writings of Asia(s) and Asian 

histories. The first section reads the novel’s Chinese Canadian narrating perspective as a 

“doorway” that ushers in transnational trajectories and border-crossing epistemologies to 

“world” (in Heidegger’s sense) China from its outside and underside. The second section 

compares Do Not Say with other Asian American texts on Asia(s) and read it alongside 

Shirley Geok-Lin Lim’s essay “The China Coda” (2015) to further reflect on Thien’s idea of 

“moving away into the world” as not only an attempt to approach China from an extended 

framework of the world but also implying a radical “worlding” effort to “rupture” nationalist 

logic and East/West opposition to restructure global relationality. The third section then turns 

to the novel’s portrayal of the microscopic shadowy level of individuals’ struggles and the 

role of western classical music in networking people beyond generational divisions and 

nationalist territorialization to argue that the novel characterizes the world not as an abstract 

encompassing entity but as embedded in the underground connections of people. I conclude 

by reading the novel’s protagonist/narrator Marie as a listening subject that convenes 

transnational historical processes and kinship lines. Do Not Say fosters an imagination of 

“Asian North American” as a “being-with-others,” whose multiple affiliations and 

identificatory mobility open histories into a worldliness of emergent time-spaces. 

Keywords: Madeleine Thien; Do Not Say We Have Nothing; Asian North American writing; 

Asia(s) in Asian American literature; worlding; being-with-others.                    
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The Doorway                                                                                                                     

Madeleine Thien’s novel Do Not Say We Have Nothing (2016; henceforth Do Not Say) 

opens with its narrator Marie recalling her father Kai’s disappearance in 1989: he left his 

family in Vancouver, flew to Hong Kong, and committed suicide there when Marie was ten. 

Not long after the death of Kai, Ai-ming—the daughter of Kai’s close friend Sparrow—fled 

from China to Canada due to her involvement in the Tiananmen Square protests to shelter 

temporarily with Marie and her mother. During her 5-month stay in Vancouver Ai-ming 

revealed to Marie Kai’s past as a concert pianist in China and started to tell Marie her father 

Sparrow’s family stories. But Ai-ming left Marie for the US in 1991 and completely lost 

contact after 1996. The subsequent plots show how these two disappearances tied Marie to 

China and ultimately drew the adult Marie into probing her and Ai-ming’s intertwined family 

stories from the 1940s till the present time of narration. 

After her first novel Certainty (2006), which is set in the Japanese-occupied Malaysia 

in WWII and the second novel Dogs at the Perimeter (2011), which explores the histories 

and impacts of the the Khmer Rouge war in Cambodia, Thien again sought in Asian histories 

materials for her fictional creation. Do Not Say begins in Vancouver, yet unfolds into a story 

of epic scale that spans the Chinese Civil War, the establishment of the People’s Republic of 

China, the Land Reform, the Cultural Revolution, to the Tiananmen Square protests and its 

repercussions in the years after. That at the core of the story are the lives of three 

musicians—Ai-ming’s Father Sparrow the composer, Sparrow’s cousin Zhuli the violinist, 

and Marie’s father Kai the pianist—whose lives crossed at the Shanghai Conservatory of 

Music around the time of the Cultural Revolution further inscribes western classical music’s 

transmission and reception in China into the novel’s exploration of the modern Chinese 

revolutionary histories. In interviews, Thien mentioned her long-term thought about China. 

One review on The Guardian quoted Thien’s words that “[a]ll my life I’ve been thinking 
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about [China], circling it, though I never really thought I’d write about it” (Armitstead). In a 

public conversation in Hong Kong Thien reiterated that “I’ve been thinking about China ever 

since I was a teenager…. I’ve been gathering all these ways of thinking about revolution and 

idealism in China” (Patterson). 

Born in Vancouver to a Cantonese-speaking mother from Hong Kong and a Hakka 

father from the Malaysia under British rule, Thien fits into what Walter Lim described as “the 

role of a historian” assumed by Asian North American writers who wrote in their literary 

works “events of international import in the Asia-Pacific world” (4). Definitely, “Asia” has 

never faded as a subject matter in Asian North American writings. Although the evocation of 

Asian histories or cultural elements in Asian North American literature could risk being 

reductive, distorting or partaking of the trope of Orientalism, the increasingly hybridized 

Asian North American population, concerns and agendas compel a reappraisal of Asian 

North American literary and critical takes of Asia(s). Walter Lim in Narratives of Diaspora 

(2013), for example, attempted to trace the historically dynamic and geographically 

diversified images of Asia in Chinese American writings. According to him, while earlier 

Chinese American writings with their focus on cultural identity politics and national 

belonging tended to present China as an ancestral home or to document Asian political 

upheavals and wars as the origins of immigration (as in Maxine Hong Kingston’s China Men 

[1980], Amy Tan’s Joy Luck Club [1989] and The Kitchen God’s Wife [1991], and Lisa See’s 

Shanghai Girls [2009]), important issues such as “[h]ome, belonging, and nationhood” are 

“now complicated by the phenomenon of globalization tied to increasing interconnectedness 

between peoples and nations” (12). As Lim observed, more and more Chinese American 

writers tapped into Asian histories and social realities for purposes as diversified as critiquing 

western imperialism/militarism in Asia(s) (as in Kingston’s Fifth Book of Peace [2003]), 

foregrounding the divide between the communist China and the Free West (as in Ha Jin’s 
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Waiting [1999], The Crazed [2002] and Min Anchee’s Red Azalea [2006]), bringing into 

presence the diasporic Chinese experiences (as in Shirley Geok-lin Lim’s Among the White 

Moon Faces [1996], Sister Swing [2006] and in Li-Young Lee’s poetry), or finding in rising 

Asia(s) sheltering places and growing opportunities (as in Russell Leong’s Phoenix Eyes and 

Other Stories [2000]). 

This article reads Do Not Say as another example that pushes for thinking about the 

contributions Asian North American authors could make to writing about Asia(s) and Asian 

histories. I propose that the transnational trajectories and border-crossing epistemologies 

associated with an Asian North American writing position matter in the presentations of 

Asia(s) in works such as Do Not Say. Intriguingly, Thien claimed that the Canadian opening 

of Do Not Say is a “false front” to the novel’s true concern about what happened in China: 

“the initial opening into the book is almost a false front … like the false front used in Chinese 

architecture when you enter a home—you come to a second wall, and you have to make a 

turn. So Marie and Ai-ming are the doorway, but the story is very much about the turn, about 

Sparrow” (Patterson). This statement appears to downplay the importance of Canada and 

Marie’s narrating position as an Asian Canadian in Do Not Say. It seems to imply that Marie 

and Ai-ming’s encounter in Vancouver offers little more than an entrance to the stories of 

China. However, what I would like to propose in this article, especially after considering the 

cruciality of an entrance space in Chinese architecture in determining the energy forces—

feng shui (風水)—of a house, is that Thien’s comparison of Marie/Ai-ming to the 

“doorway”—or “a second wall” that postpones/prepares the readers for entering the stories—

could not as much dismiss their importance as highlight their roles in guiding the way and 

opening into perspectives the ensuing turns of the novel. Significantly, a seemingly simplistic 

“doorway” yet of foremost importance also appears at the beginning of Bach’s Goldberg 

Variations—a piece of music that inspired the creation of Do Not Say.1 In Thien’s words, Do 
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Not Say starts—like Goldberg Variations—with “a simple melody, a simple theme,” which is 

then “reworked into increasingly complex variations and canons” until that opening aria 

returns again at the end (Patterson). A close investigation further reveals that the motif of 

“doorway” recurs in Do Not Say: Zhuli commented on the cruciality of finding an entrance 

into music’s multi-layered worlds: “there were worlds buried inside other worlds but first you 

had to find the opening and the entryway” (188, italics original). Moreover, the Book of 

Records—a fragmentary novel that was ceaselessly circulated, read, copied, and updated 

among the main characters and therefore acted like “a myth, an allegory or a system around 

which all their lives were knotted” (Do Not Say 262)—assumes “the dimensions of a 

miniature door” (Do Not Say 7).2 

Taking cue from Do Not Say’s “doorway” motif, this article proposes to take Thien’s 

Asian Canadian writing—as well as Marie’s narrating—position as a seemingly peripheral 

yet in effect tone-setting “doorway” that might, to echo Hsiu-chuan Lee, “enable us to 

consider new strategies and visions to comprehend ‘Asia’” (47). In “Re-engaging ‘Asia,” in 

response to Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s advocacy to “pluralize” Asia by including places 

and histories that tended to be othered in existing paradigms of conceptualizing Asia (Other 

Asias 8),3 Lee suggested to find in Asian American writings/criticisms “‘othered’ times and 

spaces, other critical positions that extend beyond Asia proper, yet remain essential to our 

understanding of Asia” (50). Following this vein, this article probes into the way Thien wrote 

about China—specifically her writing about China from both its outside and underside. Here, 

by “outside,” I refer not simply to Thien’s Asian North American position vis-à-vis China but 

also to the potential of this position to push for comprehending China as entangled with 

transnational exchanges. By “underside,” I further refer to Thien’s approach to the Chinese 

revolutionary histories from the microscopic—hence mostly shadowy—level of individual 

characters’ struggles and affective connections across space and time. Precisely, while the 
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concept of “outside” points to a geohistorical scale larger than China, in a way invoking the 

world as integral to the making of Chinese histories, the attention to the “underside” sheds 

light on the fact that the world, as it is concerned in Do Not Say, is not as much an abstract 

encompassing entity as embedded in the rhizomic underground relationality of people that 

move and branch beyond nationalist territorialization. To better illuminate these ideas, I draw 

on the concept of “worlding,” which extracts from the noun “world” a vibrant force of world-

making, not only to make manifest the dynamic changeability of both China and the world in 

Do Not Say but also to evoke new imaginaries of China and Chineseness as they have always 

already been intersected by and entangled with the world. Most fundamentally, I ask how a 

world unfolding from Asian North American border-crossing trajectories and imaginations 

could possibly “world” China with other time-spaces and other connections. 

 

The World 

 To understand how Thien presented China, a comparison of Do Not Say with the texts 

discussed by Walter Lim in Narratives of Diaspora would help. On the one hand, the 

beginning of Do Not Say, in which Marie attempted to remember her father, seems to hark 

back to the daughter’s voice in Tan’s and Kingston’s works. But China in Do Not Say is 

posted as more than a haunting ancestral past. The arrival and the subsequent disappearance 

of Ai-ming brought China to the present time of Marie, as is illuminated by the reminder of 

Marie’s mother to Marie that the letter requesting Ai-ming’s shelter in Canada is “about the 

present not the past” (12). Besides, Thien initially planned to focus her novel on 1989 and 

only realized, in the process of writing, the formative importance of the Cultural Revolution 

generation on the June Fourth generation.4 This casts her presentation of China in a temporal 

dynamic—a continual exchange of different times rather than a settled past qua one’s 

immigrating origin. On the other hand, Thien’s writing about the Cultural Revolution and 
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Tiananmen Square protests echoes Ha Jin’s and Min Anchee’s writing of Mao’s China in 

depicting the political turmoil, violence and censorship experienced by Chinese people. Yet, 

unlike Jin’s and Min’s focus on “an irreconcilable divide between Communist totalitarianism 

and the free West” (Walter Lim 11), Do Not Say presents not as much an opposition of China 

to the West as the complexity of China’s revolutionary idealism—its potent power, 

devastating consequences and entwinements with international politics. As seen, the title of 

the novel—“Do Not Say We Have Nothing,” which is a transliteration of one line from the 

Chinese lyrics of “The Internationale”—carries ambiguous meanings. On one side, being the 

international socialist anthem chosen to be the anthem of the Chinese Soviet Republic when 

it was established in 1931, “The Internationale” summons the hope and resolve in China of 

the 1930s for a better future. But the title also carries tragic connotations because it resounds 

“in counterpoint to Cui Jian’s rock song ‘I Have Nothing’ … which was played in the square 

of Tiananmen during the protests of 1989” (Admussen).5 Thien herself contended that Do 

Not Say means to think through the processes, meanings and the lingering impacts of China’s 

revolutionary movements across generations and places, rather than being bluntly critical 

toward China: 

…this novel is sometimes thought of as a novel that’s critical towards China. 

I actually don’t agree. This novel has been a labour of love, and it’s been an 

ongoing sort of thinking through the power of China’s revolutionary 

movements and how much those movements influenced idealists in so many 

parts of the world, and how this generational recurrence of idealism is just as 

potent as the other things we think of when we think of China. (Patterson)  

In my view, while writing about the Cultural Revolution and Tiananmen Square 

protests, Do Not Say does not pit an outright opposition between the ordinary people to the 

communist regime but probe into how individuals reacted to, engaged with, suffered from, 
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and/or were implicated in the revolutionary idealism that evolved into brutalities. The novel 

is not driven by a nostalgia for China (as an ancestral past) nor operates to criticize China (as 

a despotic political entity); it does not claim diaspora nor claim America(s). Instead of 

adhering to a logic of division/separation based on temporal chronology, ethnicity, nationality 

or political ideology, Do Not Say rather enacts a prolongated tracing—or a more active 

constructing—of affective relationality among people based on kinship and friendship. The 

thought about “the world” played a key role in this attempt to write beyond national identity, 

cultural belonging and East/West divisions. As shown in the quote above, besides the 

international origin of a socialist idealism called up by the novel’s title, Thien thought about 

the impacts of this idealism on “many parts of the world.” That Thien wrote Do Not Say from 

multiple international locations also heightens the presence of the world in the novel’s 

creating process: she taught creative writing at City University of Hong Kong between 2010 

and 2015; during those years, she flew to Hong Kong “three times a year, each time for a few 

weeks” and spent the rest of time in Germany, the US, Canada, “in Singapore for six months, 

and in China for probably six to seven months” (Lee, “Writing” 17). Most significantly, 

though being a writer of Chinese-Malaysian origin, Thien did not appeal to her Chinese 

ethnicity—much less claimed a nativist position—to justify her writing about China. She 

emphasized instead her parents’ overseas minority status vis-à-vis China: “… the histories [in 

Do Not Say] are close to my family, but not my family history at all. My parents have a 

fragile connection with China because they were both born outside and speak minority 

dialects. So, [writing Do Not Say is] a moving away into the world” (Lee, “Writing” 27). This 

statement foregrounds Thien’s external position and linguistic otherness to China; it also 

brings attention to the diasporic dissemination of Chinese people as well as the plural 

existence of Chinese languages and cultures in different parts of the world. Writing about 

China for Thien was not a return to an ethnic root but “a moving away into the world.” 
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Thien’s attention to her parents’ overseas minority status in her approach to China 

resonates with Shirley Geok-Lin Lim’s reflective engagement with her Chinese identity in 

“The China Coda” (2016). Born a Malaccan of Chinese ancestry under the British empire, 

later immigrating to the US to become a US citizen, Lim described in “The China Coda” how 

the meanings of her being “Chinese” had fallen into “gaps” and become “unsighted, even 

invisible” in comparison with her more apparent affiliations to the British and American 

cultures (124). She thus attempted to “re-theorize” her “Chinese identity as a coda” to her 

“British and American imperial subjections” (129), primarily through tracing the images and 

thoughts of China and Chinese identity in her creative works. Significantly, instead of 

coming up with an essentialized Chineseness based on biological descent or cultural heritage, 

Lim recognized in the works created at different stages of her life the changeable meanings of 

Chineseness, which include the “Chineseness as familial structure” in her childhood 

experience (124), the Chinese identity denigrated and broken down by “the subverting, 

destructive, extra-ordinary, coercive and racist violence of British colonial governance on 

Chinese Malayans” (124), “a nostalgia for ‘China in Malacca’” embodied by the tiles from 

the walls of merchant’s houses in Malacca that she “carried back to California in the 1980s” 

(128), all the way to the recognition of China as an empire and a Chineseness of “troubling 

possibility of [empirical] appropriation” during her years (1999-2001) of guest-teaching in 

Hong Kong (132). Lim concluded: “China as source is not in one place, locatable, but always 

in motion, non-fixable, a moving target” (133). 

The border-crossing life trajectories underlying her literary creations enabled Shirley 

Lim to understand her Chinese connection in light of shifting global imperial politics. One 

enlightening moment in “The China Coda” comes when Lim disclosed that, during a trip to 

Portugal, she was struck by “the similarities between the patterns and colors” of the 

decorative tiles that had been widely used in Portugal for over five centuries and the tiles she 
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brought to the US as her material retention of the China in Malacca (128). This discovery 

compelled Lim to ask: “Could it be that those tiles … came not from China but from 

Portugal? Or from a ceramic factory in China imitating the Portuguese tiles that arrived in 

Malacca as early as the 16th century?” (129). The likelihood that these tiles had connections 

to the culture and history of the Portuguese empire added yet another complication to Lim’s 

Chinese connection, making it not merely “triangulated between Malaysia, Britain and the 

U.S.” but “a palimpsest” with multiple layers of interwoven imperial memories (136). Lim’s 

efforts to trace “China” in her past writings as such led not to “a moment of recognition of 

roots-identity” but “a moment of recognition of roots-rupture” (133). 

Shirley Lim’s example sheds light on the force of border-crossing experiences to 

“rupture” Chineseness. It prods me to read Thien’s “moving away into the world” in Do Not 

Say not simply as Thien’s writing about China as entering a world external to her. As in the 

case of Lim, “moving away into the world” could be moving into a geohistorical time-space 

larger than and inclusive of China and approaching China from an extended framework of the 

world. In light of the Heideggerian definition of the “world” not as a spatial extension or a 

collection of things but as a “self-opening” worlding force,6 one could further extract from 

Thien’s “moving away into the world” a radical “worlding” efforts to “rupture” a nationalist 

conception of China and to restructure global relationality. Heidegger was concerned about 

the “worlding” ability of arts in “The Origin of the Work of Art” (1935-1936). To him, what 

makes a work an art is its ability to “set up a world” by “hold[ing] open the open of a world” 

(22, 23): artwork “instigates [the] strife” between the opening-up of world and the closing-up 

of earth and as such setting things into dynamic coalescence (27). In What Is a World? 

(2016), Pheng Cheah furthered Heidegger’s view on artwork to contend for literature’s 

potential in making worlds. He proposed to see in the “world” of world literature a “worlding 

force,” and redefine “world literature” as “the locus where different processes of worlding are 
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played out in a historically specific field of forces, and we can analyze the complex relations, 

antagonisms, and aporetic tensions between these processes” (11).7 

 Considering Do Not Say’s approach to China from its outside and underside—in effect 

its setting forth from under the surface of modern Chinese histories a network of individuals 

of various generations in-between Asia(s), America(s) and beyond—I attempt to read Do Not 

Say as a “world literature” (as defined by Cheah) and take Marie’s narrating position as an 

initiating point—a “doorway”—of “worlding.” This said, the Asian North American position 

occupied by Marie and her mother was at first sight vulnerable and constricting: the death 

notice of Kai launched Marie and her mother into a stifling “quiet” (qù !), had them 

“suspended in time” (6), and made the 1989-1990 winter at Vancouver “even more grey and 

wet than usual, as if the rain was a thick sweater we couldn’t remove (5). Before the arrival 

of Ai-ming, Marie and her mother’s “lives had constricted to such a degree” that Marie 

“could not remember the last time a stranger had entered [their] home” (16). Besides, 

although Marie and her mother would love to keep Ai-ming with them in Canada rather than 

seeing her move to the US on illegal papers, Marie confessed: “the decision was not ours. My 

mother’s low income meant that we did not qualify to sponsor Ai-ming’s immigration to 

Canada” (51). The unhomely isolation and the loneliness she felt as the daughter of an 

immigrant Chinese is conveyed in her words: “the way to punish someone might be to 

remove them from their circle of family and friends, isolate them in a cold country, and 

shatter them with loneliness” (9). 

What appears to be a shrinking-in predicament confronting a Chinese Canadian family at 

the beginning of Do Not Say, however, turns into an effective “doorway” to “world” China 

when the novel’s plots unroll. Adrienne Su claimed that Do Not Say made a case for Marie to 

explore China, for her life “like the lives of most second-generation immigrants, has been 

shaped by forces she could not see.” I agree that Marie was impacted by her family history 
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and ethnic cultural legacy, but Do Not Say does not present Marie as merely subordinated to 

the invisible force of transnational kinship and cultural connections. While bringing to the 

fore entrapping losses and a sense of isolation and loneliness, incidents such as Kai’s sudden 

death as well as Ai-ming’s arrival and subsequent disappearance at a deeper level functioned 

to poke open the routine of Marie’s life. Instead of reading its opening as self-enclosing, I 

argue that Do Not Say opens by enacting an openness in Marie’s world: being deprived first 

of Kai and then of Ai-Ming, Marie and her mother were propelled into a state similar to that 

of the Heideggerian Dasein characterized by a drive toward “being-with”—a drive to reach 

into the outside to connect with others.8 As seen, the death of Kai drove Marie and her 

mother first to dig into Kai’s lives. Besides the official documents and certifications related to 

Kai, after the mother “investigated the apartment more thoroughly, other bits of paper came 

to light, music scores, a handful of letters” Kai had written but never sent and “ever more 

notebooks,” which led Marie to imagine her father “reborn in the underworld” (6). Marie’s 

mother also tried to find out Kai’s family in China. Gradually she began to receive letters 

from Beijing. In March 1990, Marie first spotted in the hands of her mother a copied Chapter 

17 of the Book of Records, which Kai carried from China in 1978. Afterwards, the arrival of 

Ai-ming—who was capable of reading traditional Chinese script and carried with her the 

stories from China—displaced the quiet and the loneliness of Marie and her mother’s 

apartment with the intensity of storytelling. Marie described Ai-ming as “full of words”—

with her presence “[t]he intensity of the apartment crept inside me, and I had the sensation 

that the floor was made of paper, that there were words written everywhere I couldn’t read, 

and one unthinking gesture could crumple this whole place down” (17). 

Indeed, despite—or because of—the fact the Kai left nothing for Marie when he died: 

“no letter, no message. Not a word” (15), Marie turned into what Thien called a “compiler” 
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of memories. In her conversation with Hsiu-chuan Lee, Thien discussed the significance of 

“copying” and “compiling” in Do Not Say: 

Copying is an art. You try to write in a style of the other, but your own voice is 

inextricably present …. A copy is more than a copy, and is a meeting of the copier 

and the originator (who may also have copied). And compilers are those who carry 

things—almost physically carry them. They literally gather up these bits and pieces, 

take on the weight, the burden, and carry them from place to place until they exhaust 

themselves and hope that someone else will pick up those things and keep carrying 

them. (“Writing” 23) 

In the same conversation Thien named Zhuli’s father Wen the Dreamer—a poet and a 

calligrapher who initiated the copying of the Book of Records—a copier par excellence, while 

Marie and Ai-ming are examples of compilers. A close reading of Do Not Say would 

nonetheless reveal that there is no either-or choice between “copying” and “compiling,” as 

major characters (including Maire, Sparrow, Swirl, Wen the Dreamer, etc.) engaged with 

both. Take Marie as an example: she was a compiler when declaring that even as a child, 

when her father died she was determined to keep “the few memories” she had of her father, 

“however fractional, however inaccurate, were all I had of him. I’ve never let them go” (3). 

Later on, she “wanted to be near” Ai-ming to gather from her “words” that could otherwise 

be “withheld due to pain or privacy” or could be “knife-edged words waiting to draw blood” 

(18). After some reclusive years in Vancouver since her mother died in 2000, Marie made a 

trip to Hong Kong in 2006, found the apartment in which Kai spent the final months of his 

life, took the subway to the Chinese border to visit the cemetery where Kai was buried, and 

requested for an official copy of Kai’s file to be sent to Canada. In these doings Marie was a 

compiler who “took everything home” (195). But Marie was more than a “compiler.” In 

2010, she travelled to mainland China for the first time and resumed her search for Ai-ming. 
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She started to pay attention to Weibo and QQ—the Chinese media sites—because the internet 

provided “a series of doors” and what she wanted was to “create the door” Ai-ming “could 

open” (198). From there Marie emulated what Wen-the-Dreamer and his family members had 

done to inscribe coded messages into copies of Chapter 17 of the Book of Records as a way 

to connect with lost relatives and friends: she “made tens of thousands of copies of all the 

notebooks” and sent these files “anywhere in the world” in the hope that Ai-ming could spot 

any of them (302). Striving to have the copies “exist everywhere, to keep growing and 

changing” (302), Marie combined the roles of a “complier” and a “copier.” She became both 

a carrier and a (re)maker/disseminator of memories. 

Connecting Do Not Say again to the Heideggerian theory, one could detect in the roles of 

“copier” and “compiler” Dasein’s characteristic of “being-with”—an in-built drive to 

ceaselessly move toward and connect with others.9 As shown in Thien’s description quoted 

above, involving in “copying” is the encounter of a self (the copier) with an other (the 

originator), while “compiling” includes not only gathering “bits and pieces” from disparate 

sources but also carrying materials across space and time. Copying and compiling cultivate 

endless possibilities of “being-with-others,” which, to borrow Cheah’s words, heralds 

inexhaustible possibilities of “my encounter with others and my accessibility as an other to 

other Dasein,” hence accounting for the “irreducible openness” of the world and the 

possibility of “worlding” (105). Indeed, in addition to combining the roles of compiler and 

copier, with her multiple names—“Marie” in Canadian English, “Li-Ling” in Chinese,  

“Mali” as the Chinese transliteration of her Canadian Name, and “Girl” as her childhood 

nickname—Marie could be understood as embodying a “being-with-others”: she carried 

multi-directional kinship affiliations that exceeded any national or linguistic singularity. 

Maire once jokingly commented upon how each of her names “took up so much space, and 

might even be its own person, that I myself would eventually disappear” (27). She seemed to 
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worry over her being displaced by the many names qua others. Yet her agential force of 

“worlding” derived exactly from the fact that her existence conjured up various cultural 

memories and that she kept giving way to multiple others. More clearly put, Marie’s names 

retained the traces of Asian North American border-crossing and multilingual reality. By 

setting up Marie as the narrator, Do Not Say tests out the worlding potential of an Asian 

North American subject position that convenes various historical processes and kinship lines 

into a force field of encounters, entanglements and emergences. Marie said that with her 

many names she “felt like a tree with crowns of branches” (53). In the next section I will look 

more closely into how Marie’s “crowns of branches” could guide the way into an 

“underground” that extended beneath and beyond the Chinese nationalist geography and 

historiography. 

 

The Underground 

 When commenting upon the structure of Do Not Say, Thien said that she meant to start 

the novel in 1990 and 1991 and then “circle back to 1989” (Lee, “Writing” 25), but the 

process took longer than expected, and she ultimately realized that the stories of earlier 

generations are crucial in accessing the thoughts and desire of the June Fourth generation. As 

she said: “you have to go through all those doors, all those political campaigns, all those turns 

of fortune and fates, before you can really understand what might have been in people’s 

minds on June Fourth” (Lee, “Writing” 25-26). Do Not Say as such presents a “underground 

history” of the Tiananmen Square protests by connecting this historical event to the struggles 

and traumas of earlier generations. Yet, “pushing back in time” to show the continuity of the 

Cultural Revolution and June Fourth generations constitutes only one aspect of Do Not Say’s 

intervention into modern Chinese histories. There are at least two other features that deserve 

attention. First, a defiance to national territorialization and a border-crossing mobility have 
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permeated Do Not Say, which render the “underground” sprawling beyond the territorial and 

ideological confines of the Chinese nationality. The novel’s Asian North American narrating 

perspective and its attention to western classical music’s transmission facilitate this feature. 

Secondly, Do Not Say’s “underground” extends not only geographically but also temporally. 

The novel attempts to slow down historical time via a probe into historical possibilities at the 

level of the private and individual. Music composition/performance/listening provides one 

crucial mechanism in this aspect. 

The Heideggerian definition of the “world” not as a stable object or a geographical 

externality but as manifested through the shifting and emergent worldliness set forth by 

Dasein’s “being-with” pushes for conceiving the world as a category of possibilities and 

“worlding” as capable of bringing forth possible but previously concealed or unattended-to 

trajectories and relationality.10 In this vein, the recurrent motif of “underground” in Do Not 

Say coincides well with the novel’s “worlding” efforts. While on the surface Do Not Say 

seems to be about a series of high-profile historical events such as the Land Reform, the 

Cultural Revolution, and the Tiananmen Square protests, under these events the novel could 

actually be about a shifting and expanding network of human migration and music 

transmission, with the coalescence of Asian and Asian North American experiences being 

central to this network. Thinking and moving across national borders was so integral to the 

experiences of several characters that not only did they switch between being Asians and 

being Asian Americans but their Asian and Asian American experiences fed and impacted 

each other. Kai, for example, deflected from China to Canada in 1978 but remained “haunted 

by people and events” on the other side of the Pacific (364). Since he was not allowed reentry 

into China, he flew to Hong Kong in 1989 for a meeting with Sparrow. After learning the 

death of Sparrow during the June Fourth massacre, he chose to commit suicide and asked to 

be buried at the Chinese border. Ai-ming features another example of switching between 
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Asian and Asian American. A participant in the Tiananmen Square students’ demonstration, 

Ai-ming escaped after June Fourth as a fugitive from the western border of China: via 

Kazakhstan and Istanbul, Turkey she first arrived in Canada, then moved to the US but 

disappeared during a secret trip back to China for her mother’s health concern. 

In both Kai’s and Ai-ming’s cases, Asian America was less a geographical outside of 

China than a time-space that continuously entangled with and invested into Asian histories. 

Do Not Say challenges the one-way transformation of Asians into Asian Americans. As it is 

common for characters to travel in reverse direction from North America(s) to Asia(s), Asian 

American transnational crossings became not as much the endpoints as the contributing 

sources to the evolvement of Asian histories. A good example could be found in the story of 

Zhuli’s grandfather Old West. Old West was among the first group of Chinese students sent 

by the Qing Dynasty to study in America in 1872. He spent ten years in the US, “lived next 

door to Mark Twain, studied at Yale and obtained his degree in civil engineering” before 

sailing back to China (37). His experiences in the US and his legacy as an Asian American—

embodied through the foreign books he brought back to China—nonetheless became the 

main cause of the persecutions imposed on Zhuli and her parents during the Land Reform and 

Cultural Revolution. Full of symbolic meanings, Old West’s books were kept in an 

“underground library.” When Zhuli accidentally discovered this underground library at the 

age of six, she immediately fell in love with this space of hidden books and exotic 

instruments. But the discovery soon shook up the life of Zhuli’s family. Being named 

“counter-revolutionaries,” Zhuli’s parents—Wen-the-Dreamer and Swirl—were sent to re-

education labor camps in China’s northwest desert and from there Do Not Say opens to 

stories of more hidden spaces and disappearing people. 

Do Not Say contributes to what I would call “an underground construction” of Chinese 

histories by giving prevalent attention to the hidden, the disappeared and the dead. In addition 
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to Old West’s “underground library,” Swirl’s friend in the desert re-education labor camp 

was a translator of Russian literature. Nicknamed “Lady Dostoevsky,” she opened, after 

being released from the camp, in Gansu province a plant and flower clinic named “Notes 

from the Underground.” Gansu province is in the northwest of China. Historically, it served 

as an important outpost in the Chinese empire’s traffic’s with Central Asia. In Do Not Say, 

the flower clinic turned out to be a point of contact in the desert where stories, messages or 

memories of the exiled, the disappeared and the dead were gathered and exchanged. Here, 

“desert” with its marginal and deterritorialized nature offered, besides the Asian American 

overseas locales, another space for the expansion of the underground of China.11 Swirl 

literally imagined an underground China built by those losing lives in northwest desert labor 

camps: “the bodies of those who died in the desert camps were left to decompose in the sand 

dunes. Scientists and teachers, longtime Party members, doctors, soldiers, paper-pushers and 

engineers, more than enough to build a better China in the underworld” (138). 

Another element that paved the way for the transnational underground in Do Not Say is 

western classical music, toward which the novel introduces at least two views. The first view 

gives western classical music a fetishistic value by taking it as an embodiment of western 

modernity to be pursued after or as a representation of the bourgeois ideology to be 

denounced. According to this view, western classical music is antithetical to the Chinese 

music. The second view rejects to take western classical music as exclusively associated with 

western imperial powers or being a carrier of specific cultural contents or class ideologies. It 

recognizes that the transmission of western classical music from Europe to other parts of the 

world has created from bottom-up genealogies and connections that exceed the regulations of 

national and imperial forces. Influenced by the mainstream political rhetoric, Sparrow’s 

father supported the first view. He told Sparrow that Bach was a foreigner and not an 

appropriate comrade for him. When forced to do self-criticism during the Cultural 
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Revolution, Zhuli also interrogated herself from the first view: “Why are you defending a 

musical culture that is not your own?” (248, italics original). For Sparrow and Zhuli before 

the Cultural Revolution, however, western classical music and Chinese music were not 

mutually exclusive: Sparrow sang Chinese folk songs but also loved Bach, Shostakovich, 

Beethoven, among others. He composed symphonies, sonatas—the western formalist music, 

but also thought about writing “an opera about the life of Wen the Dreamer” (151). Likewise, 

Zhuli became a violinist but the first instruments that attracted her were the erhu and old qin 

in Old West’s underground library. She even considered the old qin as “her stronger, braver 

twin” (183). Indeed, western classical music had been woven into the life of Sparrow and 

Zhuli since their childhood: when Wen the Dreamer married Swirl in 1951, he noticed the 

music talent of Sparrow and gave him “three precious records” that had been “imported from 

America” (54). Also, when Zhuli first arrived in Shanghai at six after her parents were sent to 

re-education labor camps, she carried a plastic bags that contained, besides her clothes and 

towel, a Bach’s album (92-93). 

Telling the stories of musicians associated with the Shanghai Conservatory, Do Not Say 

testifies to the transcultural constitution of Chineseness by alluding to the histories of western 

classical music’s transmission in China.12 Moreover, in addition to citing the western 

imperial powers and the rising Chinese nationalism as the main forces in the saga of western 

classical music’s reception in China, by setting its story in Shanghai Do Not Say further 

evokes the roles European refugees played during the 1930s to bring western music to 

Shanghai. As described in the novel: “In the 1930s, the Shanghai port could be legally 

entered without passport or visa; some forty thousand Jewish and other refugees from 

Germany, Austria, Russia, Iraq, India, Lithuania, Poland, the Ukraine and elsewhere arrived 

here, bringing not only their languages and traumas, but also their music” (299). The building 

of the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra in 1879 and the establishment of the Shanghai 
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Conservatory of Music in 1927 relied much on the diasporic foreign musicians then 

inhabiting China.13 By drawing attention to this piece of history Do Not Say inscribes western 

classical music’s history in China beyond the framework of China-West opposition and 

competition. It reveals a minor origin of the western classical music in China by casting the 

learning, performing and listening of western classical music as means to connect 

disempowered musicians from different parts of the world. 

Thus far I explored how an Asian North American border-crossing perspective and the 

attention to western classical music’s history in China help set forth the underground 

networking of people, ideas and affects in Do Not Say. To be added here is that the 

underground in Do Not Say extends not only spatially but also temporally. According to 

Thien, historical records tend to offer “the larger picture but not the details” (Lee, “Writing” 

15). When researching her father’s hometown in Malaysia for Certainty, she found “a great 

deal of information about the Australian and British soldiers who died in the Japanese 

prisoner-of-war camps but almost no documentation of local lives” (Lee, “Writing” 15). At 

issue here is not so much a concern of true vs. false, non-official vs. official, or personal vs. 

dominant histories as an awareness that no matter how far-reaching or meticulously 

produced, historical research could access realities only to a certain degree, and beyond that 

there are inevitably shadowy times and spaces—in most cases the times and spaces of the 

local, the individual and the everyday lives—that await a filling in of creative writers’ 

imagination. Thien suggested creative writing to instill more time (and thus more details) into 

history: “It’s almost like the camera of history is moving too quickly and we want to make it 

slow down for us so that we might look somewhere we didn’t look before” (Lee, “Writing” 

15). 

In Do Not Say, music slowed down historical time and brought to the fore previously 

unattended thoughts, affects and linkages. It provided a hidden storage of historical time first 
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because of the private nature of its circulation. For example, while only “eighteen pieces of 

approved music” could be played on the radio in the Maoist China, it was impossible to 

retrain people completely from listening to “illegal music” (35). Music’s abstract nature—

that it claims no specific meanings—also makes it a place to hide things. For example, 

Sparrow and Zhuli secretly inserted “into traditional song books” the music of Goldberg 

Variations under the guise of “the numbers, dots and line of jianpu notation” (233).14 When 

Madame Mao started to organize “new model orchestras and a reconstructed Central 

Philharmonic in Beijing” for the purpose of appropriating western classical music to Chinese 

nationalism (277), Kai played in front of a high-ranking communist official a piano 

transcription of Beethoven’s “Eroica” by reordering the piece’s segments as if he was playing 

a new composition. From this incident Sparrow realized “how deeply music could lie” (278). 

Marie once asked: “Could music record a time that otherwise left no trace?” (196). By 

revealing music’s ability to lie and to hide, Do Not Say answers positively to this question. 

But in order for music to effectively slow down the history to convey details of the private 

and the forbidden, music cannot just hide; it also needs to speak and reach out. Indeed, as 

much as music preserves time in its abstract structure, of equal importance is music’s ability 

to generate time-spaces via its nature of “being-with,” which is best illuminated by the fact 

that a music composition does not exist by itself and cannot be represented by any single 

performance; it heads toward different times as different lives in relation to different 

performers and listeners.15 In Do Not Say, Sparrow’s last composition—a sonata for piano 

and violin titled The Sun Shines on the People’s Square—sheds light on music’s ability to 

both hide and generate time. Written in 1989 under the guise of a program music (differing 

from the absolute music Sparrow created before the Cultural Revolution) and bearing a title 

that “echoed Ding Ling’s novel of revolutionary China, The Sun Shines over Sanggam River” 

(393), this composition hid moments that could otherwise never be recorded. The “square” in 
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the composition did not refer to “the Tiananmen Square in 1989” but to multiple time-spaces 

through Sparrow’s life: ‘the Tiananmen Square he had walked on in 1950” with his mother, 

the “People’s Square of Shanghai,” the “square courtyards of the laneway house, the sheets 

of Zhuli’s music, the portraits of Chairman Mao, the bed he shared with” his wife, “the 

square record jackets he had burned,” and “the frames of the radios that he built every day” 

(393). 

More importantly, Sparrow did not have a piano and never heard his composition 

performed. His work heralded other time of performance and listening. Dedicating this 

composition to Kai, Sparrow sent the written copy of the music to Hong Kong prior to his 

planned meeting with Kai, but the sudden death of both Sparrow and Kai left the music 

buried from the world’s ears until 2006, when the music score was received by Marie as part 

of Kai’s file. Marie arranged two performances for this composition. The first took place in 

Vancouver in 2006, in which the music joined Marie and the memories of Kai, Zhuli and 

Sparrow: Marie heard in the music echoes to her childhood as well as “an unbroken space”—

“a limitlessness, an ever-expanding room like the desert” that protected the “three voices—

piano, violin and composer” (196). The second performance in Shanghai in 2016 further 

brought Zhuli’s old-time friend at the Shanghai Conservatory to play the violin. Ai-ming’s 

Beijing neighbor-friend Yiwen and the legendary Old Cat—the old acquaintance of 

Sparrow’s family who witnessed the change of Shanghai from the 1940s till the 2010s—were 

among the audience. Music in live performance and listening as such intervened into 

historical memories by generating the time-space needed for yet another “worlding” that 

entailed relationality between previously disconnected individuals.  
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The Listening Subject 

Do Not Say begins with Marie’s speaking attempt to disrupt the quiet and loneliness of 

her life in Vancouver. In the novel’s “Coda,” in arranging the performance of Sparrow’s 

composition in Shanghai, besides being a compiler and a copier of memories, Marie also 

assumed the role of a listener to “listen-with-others.” Speaking and listening are knotted in 

Do Noy Say. From the hindsight of “Coda,” one could even argue that Marie’s speaking 

ability—her ability to narrate—hinges exactly on her listening together with others. In 

elaboration, although speaking is capable of poking open silence, it also runs the risk of 

fixating meanings under the spell of individualism. Listening—aligned with the efforts of 

copying and compiling—yet has the ability to hold open the openness by continuously 

delivering one to others.16 In her “Afterword” to the essay collection The Subject(s) of 

Human Rights (2020), Thien described the discourse of the Maoist regime as well as by Pol 

Pot and Khmer Rouge revolution as “closed narrative,” which used “extreme violence to 

maintain its closure”—to “[set] limits on what is acceptable, what is viable, and finally, what 

is human” (237). In order to counter this discursive closure, it is not enough to speak out in a 

singular voice but to listen in plurality. Indeed, given the importance of listening, what 

appears to be a dual narrative structure that switches between Marie’s voice and a third-

person omnipotent viewpoint in Do Not Say could be read more appropriately as an 

alteration—or an entwinement—of Marie’s singular speaking voice and the plural sounds 

generated from Marie’s listening-together with other characters. Do Not Say evokes questions 

such as: how to deepen one’s “degree” of listening?17 How to broaden the ranges that one 

could hear? How to open the silences and the secrets of music into a full range of sonic 

plenitude? In Thien’s words, “what a writer attempts, over the course of his or her life, is to 

practice the art of listening” (“Afterword” 238). 
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This article studies Do Not Say as an Asian North American text that contributes to the 

writing of Asian histories. Drawing on the Heideggerian concept of “worlding,” I attend to 

Thien’s intervention into the geohistorical knowledge about the 20th century revolutionary 

China. Specific attention has been given to Do Not Say’s Asian North American narrating 

perspective and its engagement with western classical music, which, as I argue, open up 

avenues for the emergence and evolvement of “other time-spaces” and “other connections” 

that render Do Not Say not simply a novel about China but a novel that “worlds” China. At a 

deeper level, via a reading of Do Not Say this article proposes to think about the relationship 

between literature and history not in terms of literature’s mimetic function (to contrive 

authentic versions of history) but in terms of its “worlding ability” (to open histories into a 

worldliness of emergent time-spaces ). Thein’s assertion that it is incorrect to call Dogs at the 

Perimeter or Do Not Say as a “historical novel” supports this contention. As Thien said, 

although these novels “deal with history,” this is “a history of my generation, of our 

generation, and that to me is not history, this is a continuous unfolding moment that is not 

resolved and is not finished” (Bradley). Another suggestion this article makes is to seek in 

Asian North American writings effective “doorways” for writing/thinking about Asia(s) from 

its outside and underside. As shown in my reading, in addition to pushing forward a 

comprehension of Asia(s) in the liveliness of the world, Do Not Say fosters an  imagination of 

“Asian North American” as not a settled category of identity but an in-between position with 

multiple ties and identificatory mobility—a quintessential position of “being-with-others.” 

Through the characterization of Marie, Do Not Say ultimately posits an Asian North 

American narrating subject as a listening subject and Asian America as an expanding time-

space of individuals’ lateral connections in sonic reverberations. 
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Notes 

1. Thien said: “It’s not an understatement to say that Goldberg Variations created this 

book” (Lee, “Writing” 19). 

2. Hereafter only page numbers are indicated in parentheses for all quotes from Do Not 

Say. 

3. Examples of “other Asias” are Armenia, Afghanistan, Turkey, Israel, Japan, among 

others. As Spivak wrote: “Armenia and Afghanistan had already led me into this 

expansion [of Asias]” (7); “I am just learning to grapple with Turkey. Yet Japan had 

seemed to break away from Asia at a certain point” (10), and “I have not been able to 

think Israel into Asia” (11). 

4. See Bradley and Lee, “Writing” 25-26. More about Thien’s realization of the 

importance of the Cultural Revolution on the June Fourth generation will be discussed 

in the beginning of the section “The Underground.” 

5. The ambiguous meanings of “The Internationale” were testified also by the fact that it 

circulated among communities of different political agendas: besides being played 

regularly at the end of the Annual National Congress of the Communist Party of China, 

it was also sung by the Tiananmen Square protestors in 1989, and by the protesting 

students at Taiwan’s Wild Lily Student Movement in March 1990. See 

https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/国际歌. 

6. According to Heidegger, “world” is “not a mere collection of the things—countable 

and uncountable, known and unknown—that are present at hand. Neither is world a 

merely imaginary framework added by our representation to the sum of things that are 

present”; it is “the self-opening openness of the broad paths of simple and essential 

decisions in the destiny of a historical people” (“The Origin” 23, 26). 
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7. Besides Cheah, Spivak also drew on the vibrant force of “worlding” to articulate “an 

alternative geography of the ‘worlding’ of today’s global South” (A Critique 200). Rob 

Wilson further linked “worlding” to “an active and vigilant critical as well as poetic 

constructivist process” that could “help break the spell of our dead-time globalization” 

(212, 210, italics original). 

8. Instead of being a self-enclosed entity, the Heideggerian “Dasein”—which literally 

means “there being”—heads toward its outside and moves beyond itself. Heidegger 

stated that “‘with’ is something of the character of Dasein” and that “[t]he world of 

Dasein is a with-world. …. Being-in is Being-with-Others” (Being and Time 154, 155, 

italics original). 

9. Besides “copier” and “compiler,” another role Marie played is “listener,” which is also 

associated with Dasein’s “being-with.” See the section “The Listening Subject.” 

10. In Cheah’s words, the world “is not the already possible or the already actual but the 

‘space’ of possibility that enables something to be possible and to be subsequently 

actualized” (119). 

11. The motifs of “Asian America” and “desert” also appear in the Book of Records, which 

features primarily two characters: “an adventurer named Da-wei who sets sail to 

America and a heroine named May Fourth who walks across the Gobi Desert” (7). 

12. About western classical music’s history in China, see Sheila Melvin and Jindong Cai’s 

Rhapsody in Red (2004), which is also cited in the notes of Do Not Say. See also 

Thien’s article “After the Cultural Revolution” (2017). 

13. More discussions about the contributions of the diasporic musicians, see Chapter 1 

“Early Lessons in Globalization” in Mari Yoshihara; Hon-Lun Yang; and Andrew 

Mellor.     
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14. This act of inserting codes or other music into a composition resonates with 

Shostakovich’s insertion of “a musical phrase, spelled out by the letters of his name, 

into his compositions” under Stalin’s Terror (Thien, “Afterword” 234). 

15. Music’s nature of “being-with” is made evident in Sparrow comparison of music with a 

book: “You could close a book and forget about it, knowing it would not lose its 

contents when you stopped reading, but music wasn’t the same, not for him, it was 

most alive when it was heard” (305). 

16. This echoes Jane-Luc Nancy’s contention that the ear entails “a making resonant” 

rather than “a making evident” as in the case of the eye (3, italics original), and that “[t] 

be listening is always to be on the edge of meaning” (7). 

17. According to Sparrow, a person’s connection to music is determined by his/her 

“degree” of listening: “Geography, ethnicity or nationality were not the determining 

factors; the degree of listening was what set your experience apart, your intimacy with 

music was all that mattered, your attentiveness and your desire” (225). 
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Diamonds at the margin of empires: ‘baseball
complex’ in the Japanese American internment and
colonized Taiwan
Hsiu-chuan Lee

Department of English, National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan

ABSTRACT
This article studies baseball played at ‘the margin of empires.’ It attends to the
manifestations of ‘baseball complex’ – the persistent sociopsychological
a!ective force for baseball that derives from personal experiences/memories
and political/historical institutions – in two geohistorical contexts: Japanese
American internment in the US during World War II and Taiwan around the
1930s under Japanese rule. Besides historical references, newspaper reports
and critical scholarship, two "lms are taken as core texts of analysis: Desmond
Nakano’s American Pastime (2007), which enacts a story of baseball in the
Topaz Relocation Center in Utah, USA during the second World War, and Umin
Boya’s Kano (2014), which tells the story of Kano baseball team emerging from
Taiwan under Japanese colonization. My reading draws attention to the
strati"ed power structure that characterizes the margin of empires and
suggests to move beyond the binary comprehension of baseball as either a
tool of acculturation and colonization (for the imperial and dominant) or a
medium of social ascendancy and cultural assimilation (for the colonized and
minoritized). I argue that baseball not only could be utilized by those holding
power or those obviously minoritized/colonized, but could be needed urgently
by those caught in-between the powerful and the disempowered, such as the
marginalized whites assigned to guard over Japanese Americans on sites of
the internment or the Japanese relegated to Japan’s colony in Taiwan.
Moreover, by foregrounding baseball’s trans-Paci"c trajectory and exploring
baseball’s entanglement with the triangulated power processes between the
US, Japan, and Taiwan, I challenge the static meaning of baseball while testing
out cinema’s value in simulating historical situations and changes.

KEYWORDS Baseball complex; Japanese American internment; Taiwan under Japanese rule; American
Pastime; Kano; American and Japanese imperialism

The connection of sports to politics – be it nationalism, imperialism, or
global media and capitalist maneuvers – has been central to sport studies
(Bairner 2001, Sugden and Tomlinson 2002, Maguire and Young, 2002).
The arguments that sports both re#ect and shape global processes
(Maguire 1999, 2005, 2011, Miller et al. 2001) further compel comprehensions
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of sports as closely associated with changing global histories and shifting
international relationships. As a case in point, baseball developed close
links to American nationalism and exceptionalism and rose to be the US
national pastime in the late nineteenth century.1 The southward di!usion
of baseball from the US to the Caribbean and Latin America, as well as the
sport’s trans-Paci"c transmission to Hawaii, Japan, Korea, Taiwan and the Phi-
lippines, made the transnational trajectory of baseball coincide with the
routes of US imperial expansion (Gmelch 2006, Gems 2006, Gripentrog
2010). The circulation and popularity of baseball in Asia was attributable
further to both the US cultural hegemony and Japan’s colonizing projects
in Taiwan, Manchuria and Korea (Guthrie-Shimizu 2012, Bromber et al.
2013). This article continues to trace baseball’s association with imperial
aggressions, yet my focus is not on the ‘military athletics’ – the introduction
of sports and athletic spirits into the military (Pope 1995, Bullock 2004), or
being limited to the binary take of baseball as either a tool of acculturation
and colonization (for the imperial and dominant) or a medium of social ascen-
dancy and cultural assimilation (for the colonized and minoritized). Instead,
this article directs attention to the movement of sports alongside the
migration of people and cultures across national borders and geographical
boundaries as illustrated in the research by Ruck (1991, 2011), Klein (1997),
and in the collection Sport and Migration: Borders, Boundaries and Crossings
(Maguire and Falcous 2011). It studies the ambiguous relationships – if not
emotional identi"cations – between members of di!erent racial, ethnic, cul-
tural a$liations and colonial strata. Speci"cally, this article studies baseball
played at ‘the margin of empires,’ with a view to teasing out a complicated
picture of desires for baseball in two geohistorical contexts – Japanese Amer-
ican internment in the US during World War II and Taiwan around the 1930s
under Japanese rule. In the former, baseball was played by incarcerated Japa-
nese Americans and the white locals in the inland frontiers of the US empire;
in the latter, baseball was played by colonized Taiwanese and the Japanese
inhabiting an island colony away from the Japanese imperial metropolis.
Both cases foregrounded the intricate relationships between the incarcer-
ated/colonized and those acting on behalf of imperial power but themselves
exiled from imperial centres. Read together, the two geographical contexts
also shed light on Japan’s position as an ambiguous linchpin in baseball’s
transnational hierarchical sportscape: while Japan led the development and
transmission of baseball in East Asia in the "rst half of the twentieth
century, during almost the same period of time the immigrants from Japan
to the US and their descendants were subordinated to white Americans in
baseball hierarchy.

Brie#y, presuming that the desires for baseball in the margin of empires
are irreducible to the discourse of colonial acculturation or social ascendency,
this article contends that answers to questions such as ‘who chooses or is
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allowed to play baseball, to what purpose, with whom, and in which
diamond’ require a probe into the sociopsychological underpinnings of
each case. I coin the term ‘baseball complex’ to describe the desires for base-
ball that emerge out of the strati"ed power structure in speci"c geohistorical
contexts. A psychoanalytic vocabulary, ‘complex’ refers to an ‘[o]rganized
group of ideas and memories of great a!ective force’ that are constituted,
usually in a person’s childhood, to structure his/her desire (Laplanche and
Pontalis 1973, p. 72). Transferred to sport "elds, ‘complex’ could have a lot
to do with sports’ ability to mobilize powerful sentiments, assert self-
dignity and reinforce group identi"cations not only among players but also
from spectators. As Kelly (2007) points out, while sports

are among a vast array of institutional complexes and commercial products that
form the political economy of globalization… [w]hat sets sports apart is that
they are by de"nition contests, and this has made them inevitable and compel-
ling frameworks for organizing social solidarities and rivalries, emotional attach-
ments, and ideological polarities at intra-societal and inter-societal levels.
(p. 193)

In his analysis of the ‘power di!erentials’ in global sport, Maguire (2005, 2011)
also dwells on the psychopolitical impacts of sports on individuals and the
collective: sport events foster ‘people’s self-esteem and images of others’;
in most cases they generate ‘group charisma’ for the established and
‘group stigma’ for outsiders (2011, p. 1016). Instead of simply being played
for leisure, sports stage psychopolitical drama of self/other confrontations,
a!ective con#icts and power struggles. My conception of ‘baseball
complex’ attends to the sociopsychological forces that derive as much
from personal experiences or memories as from political and historical insti-
tutions that regulate the availability and meanings of baseball. Moreover,
although the word ‘complex’ implies a persistent – even compulsive –
desire, ‘baseball complex’ appeals to emotions and sentiments as does
Raymond Williams’ idea of ‘structures of feeling’; it is not as much formed
and "xed in the past as living and moving in the present.2 As I am going
to show in this article, ‘baseball complex’ may seem stubborn, but it is not
completely static or uni"ed. It emerges out of speci"c sociohistorical net-
works, has divergent forms and is subject to reformation along with the
adjustment of time and power structure.

Besides drawing on related historical references, newspaper reports, and
critical scholarship on the two geohistorical contexts under investigation,
this article takes two cinematic features as core texts of analysis: Desmond
Nakano’s American Pastime (2007), which enacts a story of baseball in the
Topaz Japanese American Relocation Center, and Umin Boya’s Kano (2014),
which tells the story of the multiracial Kano baseball team during Japan’s
colonization of Taiwan. The position of sports cinema in sports studies has
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been an issue of discussion. While many mainstream sports "lms fail to
engage deeply enough with sports reality or tend to o!er simpli"ed solutions
to social problems, cinema’s a!ecting potential and mass in#uence remains
undeniable. Schultz (2014) contends that "lms have the power ‘for shaping
historical consciousness’ (p. 30). Crosson (2013) also points out that ‘"lm’s
fundamentals – including… narrative, mise-en-scène, cinematography,
editing and sound – provide powerful tools for exploiting sport’s utopian sen-
sibilities’ (p. 8). King and Leonard further show, via their edited collection
Visual Economies of/in Motion (2006), the productivity of studying sports
cinema not only as ‘a medium and a method vital to the creation and circula-
tion of identities, ideologies, and hegemonies in public culture,’ but also as ‘a
means of unpacking and even challenging such visual economies’ (p. 3).
Indeed, King and Leonard’s contention that motion pictures ‘put into
motion social relations, cultural categories, and moral claims’ (p. 5) resonates
with the arguments made by Rosenstone (1988, 1995) and White (1988)
regarding the utility of "lmed representations in historical studies. For
Rosenstone and White, historical "lms are valuable not as much because
of their audiovisual potential to make history vivid and accessible to wider
audiences, as because of their ability to test out the perceptions and
emotions of individual characters in the process of simulating historical
contexts and actions. Cinema may not be able to reproduce the truth –
much less the totality – of history. Yet by ‘putting into motions’ characters
in plots and scenes, it teases out the logically possible in enacted historical
timespaces.

In my study, American Pastime produces a vivid sociopsychological drama
between the incarcerated Japanese Americans and the white guards of the
internment camp while Kano stages a!ective interactions between Kano
(!!) baseball players, their legendary Japanese coach Kondo Hyataro ("
!!!!), and local Taiwanese. Both "lms approximate historical pasts
through cinematic recreation and role-playing in what White (1988) terms
‘historiophoty’ (as distinguished from ‘historiography’) to #esh historical
knowledge with simulated individual and collective actions and emotions.
In the "rst and second sections below, I discuss examples – from the "lms
and related historical and critical references – of ‘baseball complex’ in Japa-
nese American internment and colonized Taiwan respectively, with a view
to foregrounding the connection between the desires for baseball and the
politics of wars and imperialism. In the third section, I turn to the baseball
games staged toward the end of each of the two "lms to explore how ball-
games in cinematic reproduction could intervene into power structures to
project possible changes of the relationship between baseball and those
engaged in the games.
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1.

Born In 1953 as a third-generation Japanese American, Desmond Nakano
‘always wanted to do’ a ‘camp movie’ because his ‘parents and relatives
were put into those camps’ (Dancis 2007). He dedicated American Pastime
to his father Lane Nakano with an intention to weave the bits and pieces
of what he heard from his family into the narrative.3 He included jazz
music and gambling into the "lm because his family was composed of
‘actors, singers, jazz musicians and gamblers’ (Dancis 2007), and baseball
was added as a key motif after Kerry Yo Nakagawa, a Japanese American
baseball player and the founder/director of the Nisei Baseball Research
Project joined the production team.4 As it turns out, American Pastime does
not take baseball merely as a convenient addition but invokes baseball’s
layered meanings for Americans (of di!erent social status) and Japanese
Americans (of di!erent cultural allegiances).

Before I probe into the "lm, a brief survey of the discursive linkage
between the internment and baseball that the production of American
Pastime both participated in and diverged from would help reveal baseball’s
appeals during the war. Before the rise of the discourse of baseball as a self-
empowering gaming sport for the interned Japanese Americans, the US
wartime media had set up connections between the internment and base-
ball.5 As a way to distinguish the relocation camps in the US from Nazi’s con-
centration camps, the US government propaganda and mass media during
the war worked to uphold the ‘normalcy’ image of camp life. Baseball, in
addition to dances, music performances and beauty pageants, became one
of the most touted recreational activities in relocation camps. As if to echo
this wartime government and media rhetoric, Japanese American internees
also took to talking about the baseball games they engaged in while being
interned. Colborn-Roxworthy (2007) cites San Francisco News’s report
during the war about the Manzanar Relocation Center as a ‘[n]ice place to
live,’ ‘better than Hollywood,’ a place featuring, among other diversion facili-
ties, ‘[g]ood ball ground. Baseball "eld’ (p. 193). Understandable as it is that
the mass media might report selectively on the camp baseball facilities in
order to obscure the racist underside of the US government’s Japanese Amer-
ican relocation policy, it might become puzzling after one learns that this idea
of Manzanar Relocation Center as a ‘nice place,’ ‘better than Hollywood’ was
quoted from a letter written by an interned Issei Emon Tatsui for his white
friend. Perhaps even more surprisingly, this ‘upbeat tone’ (Colborn-Rox-
worthy 2007, p. 196) employed in Tatsui’s letter is not unusual among the
internees’ correspondences and diaries. In the documentary After Silence
(2003), a group of high school students of various racial backgrounds
explored the Japanese American relocation history on the Bainbridge
Island. They also wondered about the seeming ‘normalcy’ conveyed
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through Japanese American internees’ accounts about the camp. Reading
letters written by Japanese American kids, these high school students
posed questions about ‘how normal everything seems to the kids’ inside
the camps: ‘they talk about playing baseball, softball, and playing with
their friends but they really never talk about… being taken away from
their home.’

Though similar at "rst sight, the government/mass media’s attention to
camp baseball and the internees’ talk about baseball re#ect two di!erent
types of ‘baseball complex.’ In the former, baseball became a favoured topic
of report primarily for covering up the racist cruelties in#icted on a racial min-
ority. The fact that baseball had developed between two world wars into ‘the
undisputed National Pastime’ (cited Bairner 2001, p. 97) re#ective of quintes-
sential American values such as ‘democracy, opportunity, fair play, individual-
ism, team spirit, and competitiveness’ (Bairner 2001, p. 97) further made in-
camp baseball playing a perfect "t for the War Relocation Authority’s o$cial
agenda of assimilating Japanese Americans through internment. Besides, as
Dustin (2002) contends in his study of the role of recreational activities –
among which baseball was the most prominent – in the internment, the War
Relocation Authority ‘believed that keeping internees active and busy would
prevent disturbances and resistance’ (p. 108). Baseball as such was employed
by the government and the mainstream media for both justifying the intern-
ment policy and maintaining order in the compound.

The internees’ seeming echoes to the o$cial ‘baseball complex,’ however,
call for more divergent and complicated explanations. Colborn-Roxworthy
(2007) attributes the selectivity of Japanese Americans’ internment memories
either to the internees’ ‘youthful age’ that prevented them from grasping the
true meaning of the internment or to the Japanese American philosophical
teaching of ‘smiling in the face of adversity’ (p. 196). In After Silence, the
former internee Dr. Frank Kitamoto responded to the high school students’
question about the internees’ seeming positivity toward the internment by
arguing that ‘bitterness was not one thing acceptable, so they internalized
the pain.’ The act of talking about baseball games rather than protesting
racial prejudices could attest to some Japanese Americans’ (especially the
youngsters’) inability to comprehend the large-scale sociopolitical meaning
of the relocation. But it could also bear witness to the internees’ attempt to
make the best out of the situation: by playing baseball the internees clung
to a piece of everyday normality as a resistance to the government’s policy
of mass removal. Or, as shown in the above-mentioned case of Tatsui’s exag-
gerated (if not distorting) claim of Manzanar as a place ‘better than Holly-
wood,’ accounts about baseball games o!ered Japanese American
individuals rhetorical evasions to avoid the shame instigated by the govern-
ment’s persecution: when an open protest to racism would incur punishment
and questions about one’s national loyalty, was it not safer and easier to copy
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the o$cial euphemisms rather than dwelling on one’s su!erings, which
would at most exacerbate the sense of victimhood?

After the war, and in particular after the redress movement that brought
about US government’s apology and compensation (however minimum) in
1988 for the injustice imposed on Japanese Americans, the internment base-
ball assumed new meanings. Partly due to the emergence of Japanese base-
ball players such as Hideo Nomo, Ichiro Suzuki, Hideki Matsui and Daisuke
Matsuzaka as big names in the US Major League Baseball, and partly due
to the e!orts of leading Japanese American activists, most notably Nakagawa
and his Nisei Baseball Research Project, increasing media attention has been
drawn to the stories of Japanese American baseball players playing ballgames
behind the barbed wire. The mainstream reports since the 1990s have shared
a celebratory rhetoric that privileges baseball as an ‘American pastime’ and
playing baseball in the internment testi"ed to Japanese Americans’ belief
in and pursuit of the American dream. Rhoden’s report (1995) on Shiro
Kashino and Roy Sakamoto, two Japanese Americans playing baseball
while being interned in the Minidoka Relocation Center, focuses on baseball
as the metonym of fairness and equality that helped Japanese Americans to
‘cling to an American dream in the face of a nightmare.’ Another report by
Rhoden (2007) introduces Chitoshi Akizuki, a former internee and baseball
player in the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, as a ‘baseball hero’ and
claims that baseball games kept Japanese Americans ‘connected to the Amer-
ican ideal; baseball allowed them to keep their faith in that ideal at a time
when it was hazy, at best.’

Similar celebrations of baseball could be found in Enkoji’s account (2008) on
an event honouring former Japanese American camp baseball players, which
indicates that ‘Japanese American men and boys embraced the American
pastime before and after the war – even during the war.’ Beschloss’s article
(2014) further asserts that ‘many of the inmates considered playing baseball
a weapon with which, amid their hourly humiliations, they could assert their
own Americanism.’ Borrowing words from Takeo Suo, a former internee at
Manzanar, the title of the article – ‘For Incarcerated Japanese-Americans, Base-
ball Was “Wearing the American Flag”’ – accentuates the connection between
internment baseball and the US nationalism. It suggests to read Japanese
Americans’ love of baseball in line with their enlistment in the US army:

By 1943, when some of those in the relocation camps were allowed to volunteer
for war service, some of the ballplayers joined the Army’s almost all-Japanese-
American 442nd Regimental Combat Team, which su!ered grievous casualties
in Europe and came to be called the most decorated military unit in American
history.

Internment baseball is here taken as an integral part of the US militarism and
imperialism.
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Di!erent from the mainstream media’s lopsided celebration of baseball’s
‘Americanness,’ the publications and exhibits associated with the Nisei Base-
ball Research Project tell stories that allow understandings of the internment
baseball from more divergent perspectives, which include attentions to base-
ball as a legacy from Japan, the segregation of white and Japanese American
baseball leagues before the war, as well as the achievements of Japanese
American ballplayers.6 All these bear witness to the internment baseball’s
unique (transnational) sociopolitical origins and development. Not only is it a
mistake to con#ate the internment baseball with the US ‘national pastime,’
but it is also to jump too fast into a conclusion to claim that all Japanese Amer-
icans in the internment played baseball for asserting an American identity.
American Pastime provides a textual example that pushes for comprehending
‘baseball complex’ beyond a uni"ed American value and identity.

Brie#y, American Pastime tells the story of two families – the Japanese
American Nomuras being removed from their cozy Los Angeles home after
the Pearl Harbor Attack into the Topaz Relocation Center near Abraham,
Utah, where they encountered the white Burrells headed by Billy, a guard
of the relocation centre. Despite the two families’ seemingly opposing pos-
itions – Japanese vs. American; prisoners vs. guards – in the internment,
the "lm unfolds to show their similarities: both families were trapped in
the Utah desert during the war, and both families loved baseball. Among
the Nomuras, the father Kaz played semiprofessional baseball before the
war. His second son Lyle was a promising pitcher who would have been
admitted into the San Francisco State University on a baseball scholarship
were not being sent instead to the internment. On the side of the Burrells,
Billy was a baseball star in the local minor league. He spent his life craving
to be recruited into the New York Yankees and attempted to train his son,
Billy Jr., to also become a baseball player.

The idea that baseball embodies the core of American dream – that every
ballpalyer is judged by merit and nothing else – is conveyed in American
Pastime by Kaz. Seeing the boredom and the sense of frustration permeat-
ing the camp, Kaz attempted to talk Lyle into starting a baseball team with
him by telling Lyle his story with baseball: when he "rst came to the US, he
was laughed at by kids for not being able to speak English. Then, he learned
baseball and became ‘so good that no one could deny it’ and no one dared
laugh at him anymore. Kaz believed that Japanese Americans could reach
American dreams through baseball. Lyle, however, did not share his
father’s kind of ‘baseball complex.’ He rejected his father’s request to
from a baseball team inside the camp because of his observation that,
however hard he tried, he would never become like ‘Babe Ruth’ due to
uncrossable racial barriers.

American Pastime speaks to Japanese Americans’ ambivalence toward
baseball – an ambivalence that found roots in the pre-war era – through
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the characterization of Kaz and Lyle. Studying the pre-World War II Japanese
American baseball in Yakima, Washington, Mullan (1999) points out that
although some Japanese American community leaders, most notably
James Sakamoto – the founder of the Japanese American Courier League –
believed that ‘athletics was a vehicle of education and integration for the
Nisei within American society’ (p. 88), there remained ‘cracks in the funda-
mental trust in baseball’ among Japanese Americans (p. 89). Studying Seat-
tle’s Japanese American Courier League and Japanese American baseball at
California’s Yamato Colony, Regalado (1992) also detects Japanese Ameri-
cans’ ambiguity toward baseball. He contends: ‘Whether the Nisei used
sport as a means to enter the American mainstream… remains open to
interpretation’ (p. 135). In fact, Asians and blacks were barred from the US
professional baseball in the early 1900s, and this compelled Japanese Amer-
icans to form separate leagues (Riess 1977, 2013, Baldassaro and Johnson
2002). Given the limited chance to play with white teams and ‘discrimination
drove many Nisei to satisfy their athletic appetites amongst themselves,’ the
Japanese American interaction with external cultures through baseball was
never as much as had been expected (Regalado 1996, p. 31).

Another important factor that complicated the meaning of baseball was
that playing baseball for many Japanese Americans was never exclusively a
symbol of Americanization. Introduced to Japan in the late nineteenth
century and soon developing into a major team sport in Japan (Roden
1980, Kelly 2009, Regalado 2013), baseball for Japanese Americans did not
exclusively represent American culture but was also a legacy from Japan.
Regalado (1992) argues that baseball became popular in early Japanese
American communities because it provided ‘a means to acculturate at no
expense to cultural heritage’ (p. 132). Guthrie-Shimizu (2012) further points
to the intertwined and almost parallel histories of baseball in the US and
Japan since the late nineteenth century, which rendered baseball-playing a
site of connections and con#icts between the two rising imperial powers.
Although American Pastime does not explicitly evoke baseball’s Japanese cul-
tural roots, it vividly plays out the con#icting potentials of baseball for Japa-
nese Americans as both a vehicle of assimilation and a sport of resistance:
while Kaz played baseball for cultural inclusion in the US, Lyle sought in base-
ball a form of protest and resistance. After Lyle refused to participate in Kaz’s
baseball team, Kaz’s elder son Lane took over the job. Lane was not as good
as Lyle in baseball, but he endorsed Kaz’s desire to assimilate into America
through baseball and later enlisted in the 442nd combat team out of the
same desire for assimilation. Contrarily, Lyle rejected the enlistment. His fre-
quent association with Nori Morika, an unlawful Issei internee who spoke
Japanese, made illegal booze and brought gambling into the camp, stood
in sharp contrast to the model minority images of Kaz and Lane. Through
the character Lyle, American Pastime shows that baseball-playing could
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indicate not as much an identi"cation with America as a protest and a way for
people of Japanese descent to mobilize ethnic cohesion.

Besides portraying Japanese Americans’ divided desires for baseball, Amer-
ican Pastime also directs attention to white characters’ ‘baseball complex,’
and in this doing complicates the bipolar structure of dominant whites vs.
minoritized Japanese Americans in baseball hierarchy. As already mentioned
above, the leading white character Billy su!ered from an unful"lled life dream
to become a New York Yankee. Though being the guard – hence the super-
visor – of imprisoned Japanese Americans and working on behalf of the US
governing power, Billy ironically shared with Japanese Americans the fate
of being trapped ‘at the margin’ of the American empire in the Utah desert
in terms of his baseball dream. Billy’s daughter Katie confessed to the geo-
graphical con"nement of the Burrells: Katie never got the chance to
venture beyond Abraham. Since her childhood the family had been talking
about moving to New York as they expected Billy to be called up by the
Yankees anytime. However, that expectation remained an expectation. Not
being able to become a Major League player, Billy forced his desire on Billy
Jr. In a heated confrontation with her father, Katie retorted to Billy’s blame
of Billy Jr.’s death on the war caused by ‘Japs.’ She accused Billy and his base-
ball dream as being the real killer of Billy Jr.:

All those years trying to make him like you, trying to make him be you, forcing
him to play baseball, making him practice hours and hours and hours. He never
wanted it.… He couldn’t stand it anymore until "nally he ran away to the Navy.
That is why he was there. That is why he was killed.

Katie’s words pierced though the popular myth of baseball serving up the
spiritual glue to join Americans across generations. If central to the
romance of baseball is the image of ‘fathers playing catch with sons on
"elds of dreams in the glory of their times’ (Nathan 2014, p. 95), in the case
of Billy and Billy Jr. baseball symbolized instead paternal violence. The con-
nection of ‘baseball complex’ and the casualties on battle"elds in American
Pastime evokes baseball diamonds’ being potential spaces of masculine vio-
lence. It sustains the analogy between baseball games and wars.7 As seen,
Billy’s stubbornness in pursuing a Major League dream rendered him both
the violence imposer and the victim of ‘baseball complex’ in the "lm. Even
after Billy Jr.’s death, Billy still bet his baseball dreams on the war: he
hoped that the war, which drew away many distinguished professional base-
ball players to the frontline, might ultimately give him a chance, albeit
belated, to ascend to baseball’s capital in New York City. But the Yankee
scout he waited for never showed up. The sociopsychological drama in Amer-
ican Pastime reminds us that the marginalized whites like Billy could be held
the most captive by ‘baseball complex.’ Their fear of being ‘inadequate’ Amer-
icans translated simultaneously into an urgent pursuit of baseball and a
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compulsive racial hatred against Japanese Americans. Billy was reluctant to
admit that Japanese Americans could be capable baseball players and attrib-
uted Billy Jr.’s death to ‘Japs’; his minor league teammate Ed Tully – the local
barber – was also a notorious racist who refused to give haircut to Japanese
Americans. Instead of foregrounding the value of democratic equality, base-
ball could turn for marginalized whites into an instrument to measure di!er-
ences and impose violence.

2.

Thus Far I have dwelled on the various sources and manifestations of ‘base-
ball complex’ in the historical context of Japanese American internment as
well as projected in American Pastime. My analysis exhibits the loaded and
shifting meanings of baseball that re#ect not only the strati"ed sociopolitical
structure at the margin of the US empire but also the transnational and trans-
racial legacies of baseball. In this section, I turn to Taiwan under Japan’s colo-
nization to discuss Kano, which is embedded, like American Pastime, in a
context of imperialism and war. Yet this time, the setting has shifted to
East Asia in the 1930s, in which Japan substituted for the US to become
the norm-provider of baseball. In addition, by documenting Japan’s leading
role in the transmission of baseball in East Asia, Kano complements American
Pastime by foregrounding baseball’s history in Japan. That the story of Kano
occurred about a decade before the Japanese American internment under-
scores the fact that baseball has been more than an ‘American pastime.’
The association of baseball with Japan’s imperial aggressions further accent-
uates baseball’s mediating roles in the US-Japan-Taiwan power triangulation
and prompts yet another interrogation into who needed baseball most
urgently, who craved to play baseball, with whom, and for what purpose.

Set mostly in southern Taiwan during the time of Japanese colonization,
Kano tells the story of the legendary Kano (abbreviated from Kagi [Chiayi!
!] Agriculture and Forestry Institute) baseball team, which rose from an
underdog team with no scoring record to win the Taiwan high school base-
ball championship in 1931 and then made it to the Koshien Stadium (!!!)
to take second-place in the 1931 Japanese High School Baseball Tournament.
At "rst sight, Kano celebrates baseball as a highly-rewarding sport for those
with talents, e!orts and perseverance regardless of their race, ethnicity and
class. Criticisms of the "lm centre on its genial portrayal of Japanese colonial
subjects and what seems to be a lopsided celebration of Japan’s modernizing
e!orts in Taiwan by telling the success story of Kano alongside the construc-
tion of the Kanan Canal (Chianan Irrigation system!!"").8 Other reviews
suggest to read Kano together with its producer and screenwriter Wei Te-
sheng’s (!!!) other works, in particular Warriors of the Rainbow (2011;
!!"!!), which depicts the Wushe Rebellion (Musha Incident !!!
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") as a major uprising of the Seediq indigenous group against the Japanese
in 1930, to show diverse memories of the Japanese rule in Taiwan (P. Tseng
2014). This lack of consensus in readings of Kano testi"es to Morris’s obser-
vation (2011) that baseball in the colonized Taiwan was ‘a liminal realm,’
‘fraught with many tensions and contradictions’ (p. 52). The reminiscence
of Kano restores Taiwan’s colonial indebtedness to Japan yet also brings
back moments of negotiation and resistance when the Taiwanese (both
Han and Aboriginal) baseball players could play on equal footing with the
Japanese on baseball diamonds, not to mention that the history of Kano
has subsequently been taken as one originating point of Taiwan’s baseball
history.

Kano de"nitely touches on the ‘baseball complex’ of the Taiwanese, and
the existing scholarship on the Kano baseball team has dwelled on the mean-
ings of baseball to Taiwan under Japan’s colonization – be it reinforcing the
Taiwanese subservience to the colonial rule or consolidating a Taiwanese
identity against colonization (Morris 2011, Hsieh 2012). Little attention,
however, was given to the ‘baseball complex’ on the side of the Japanese
that Kano has also teased out through characterizations and plots arrange-
ments. Probably because Kano has been read mostly as a "lm about
Taiwan and its baseball history, the heavy Japanese presence and rich Japa-
nese thoughts and perspectives in the "lm tend to be dismissed as signaling
nothing more than a ‘nostalgia’ toward Taiwan’s Japanese era. They are rarely
taken seriously as materials that reveal the complicated meanings of baseball
to the Japanese residents in Taiwan. As already illustrated in my discussion of
American Pastime, ‘baseball complex’ could belong not exclusively to the
dominated. Those who seem to be in power could need baseball more
urgently than those under domination. In what follows I attend to Kano’s con-
tribution in driving attentions particularly to baseball’s signi"cance to the
Japanese.

Historically, the beginning of Japan’s colonizing project in Taiwan
coincided with the ascendancy of baseball to be Japan’s ‘national pastime’:
Taiwan was ceded by the Qing Dynasty to Japan in 1895; also in 1895, the
invention of the Japanese term ‘yakyu’ (!!) formerly gave ‘baseball’ a Japa-
nese identity. Moreover, in 1896, the landmark victory of Japan’s First High
School (Ichiko) baseball team over the American Yokohama Athletic Club
by a score of 29–4 con"rmed Japan’s position as US’s ‘competitor’ in ‘war,
diplomacy, commerce, and, one may add, baseball’ (Roden 1980, p. 513).
The close association of Japan’s rising nationalist pride with baseball made
the introduction of baseball to the empire’s "rst colony only natural. In
fact, baseball carried such a special meaning for the Japanese that before
1919 only Japanese residents were allowed to play the sport in Taiwan.
The ban on the Taiwanese participation in baseball has been attributed to
various reasons. For one thing, taken as what distinguished the Japanese
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from the native, baseball was brought to Taiwan primarily ‘as a criticism of
[Taiwan’s] native lifestyles’ (cited Morris 2011, p. 11). Moreover, the ban
could be set out of ‘an intense fear that the Japanese could be bested by
their colonial subjects’ on baseball diamonds (Morris 2011, p. 13). Still
another explanation is that the Japanese were aware that baseball would
never be just a sport without political consequences. As put by a Japanese
school headmaster: ‘the existence of a baseball team at our school is a
small issue. But if the game ignites the awareness of colonized youth, it
will be a big problem’ (cited Yu 2007, p. 14). Baseball was thus introduced
to Taiwan cautiously. At "rst it mostly served as a vehicle for Japanese colo-
nial settlers to strengthen their ties to the imperial metropolis.9 The Taiwa-
nese were allowed to play baseball only after Japan adopted a new mode
of colonial rule during the Taisho ("!) era, when Taiwan was increasingly
taken as ‘a genuine part’ of Japan – the ‘extension of the homeland’
(Morris 2011, p. 16), and assimilation through ‘Japanization’ became the ulti-
mate goal of Japan’s colonizing e!orts in Taiwan.

In Kano, baseball’s signi"cance for the Japanese colonial settlers is played
out vividly through the "lm’s probe into the psychology of Kano’s legendary
coach Kondo. Before Kano made its trip to Koshien to gain a voice of its own
at the championship game, Kano tells primarily Kondo’s story. At his "rst
appearance in the "lm, Kondo wore a struggling facial expression while
looking intently at the practice of the young Kano players: he was struggling
over a decision to coach Kano. The subsequent sequences reveal Kondo’s
traumatic memory with baseball, particularly with the Koshien tournament
where he was once the coach of Mitsuyama of the Ehime Prefecture.
Kondo left Japan because of his failure at Koshien; yet the memory of this
failure also accounted for his strong desire to return to Koshien with Kano.
The "lm presents Kondo’s mentor Satou to describe Kondo as ‘a Koshien
casto!,’ and arranges for hearsays to circulate around the Kano players: ‘he
[Kondo] must have made a serious mistake to be demoted here’; ‘he beat
up the umpire when he was a coach… .I guess that’s why he ended up in
Taiwan’; and ‘Kondo used to be 5 ft 11… he must have shrunk getting old.’
The exile from Koshien and coming to Taiwan thus denoted a ‘demotion’
in life and a shrinking of one’s stature. Given the importance to return to
Koshien to overcome this sense of self-diminution, ‘Koshien’ was brought
up repetitively by Kondo. He made his goal direct and clear at his "rst
meeting with the Kano players: ‘I’m here to take you to Koshien.’ He spoke
without hesitation when seeking "nancial support for Kano: ‘We’ll de"nitely
make it to Koshien.’ And he repeated to himself while struggling through a
"erce storm after being turned down by a prospective sponsor: ‘I’ll go to
Koshien, de"nitely; I’ll take the kids to Koshien.’ At home, Kondo wrote
down big kanji characters of ‘Koshien’ in calligraphy and decided to use on
Kano the money he had saved for his own children. In face of his wife’s
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protest, Kondo burst into a strong emotion: ‘if I give up now, I’ll lose to myself
again. I’m not going to defeat myself again.’

Kondo’s devotion to Kano, his Spartan coaching style, as well as his
emphasis on the bushido spirit that made baseball play as much a mind prac-
tice as a physical training have long been noted by historians as parts of ‘the
Coach Kond! mythology’ (Morris 2011, p. 35). And this attention to the con-
tribution of a coach to the success of a team re#ects in part a power dynamics
favoured by the colonizers. Studying Japanese media’s coverage of Taiwan
baseball teams’ performance at Koshien, Hsieh (2012) points out that the
media tended to attribute colony wins to the ‘baseball coaches from
inlands’ as a way to sustain mainlanders’ sense of superiority over islanders
regardless of the outcome of ballgames (p. 127; my translation). In this way
baseball could operate as a tool of national integration ‘without threatening
colonizers’ governing authority’ (Hsieh 2012, p. 305; my translation). Speci"-
cally, behind the policy of including baseball teams from Taiwan, Manchuria
and Korea to the yearly Japanese High School Baseball Tournament were
clear political calculations. The gathering of baseball teams from various colo-
nies at the tournament made Koshien the national metropolis of baseball – a
symbol of imperial pride and an emblem of national integration. Kano vividly
reproduces this power structure: the Kano baseball team was introduced to
the Koshien spectators after the presentation of teams from the Iwate Prefec-
ture, the Gunma Prefecture, and the teams from Korea and Manchuria.
Oversea colonies were therefore presented as incorporable extensions of
the homeland. Moreover, the emphasis on Kano’s being a ‘motley crew’
mixing Han, Aboriginal, and Japanese players might serve less to celebrate
baseball’s spirit of equality than to reiterate the Japanese colonial myth of
racial integration. Historically, Kano testi"ed to the successful civilizing
mission Japan exercised in Taiwan by being the "rst team with non-Japanese
players to compete at Koshien. This could be one main reason for the Japa-
nese to like the story of Kano. Another reason for the Japanese to treasure the
story could be the team’s second-place "nish after its tragic loss at the cham-
pionship game: Kano won compassion and respect from the Japanese but did
not pose a real threat to the power hierarchy of the Japanese empire.10

Understandably, Kano was a symbol of nostalgia for the Japanese. And
Kano carefully plays out this point by framing the story of Kano within the
memory of Joshiya Hiromi (!""") – the former Hokkaido team’s star
pitcher and a witness of Kano’s stunning performance at Koshien in 1931.
The narrative in Kano begins in 1944, when Joshiya, who had become a
soldier, made a detour to Chiayi to take a look at Kano’s practice "eld
when passing by Taiwan on his way to Japan’s Southeast Asian war
"elds.11 The conversation between Joshiya’s fellow soldiers reveals that the
war was doomed and the battle"eld situation was harsh. One solider said:
‘40 percent of the in"rm here have malaria. It gets worse in the south
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especially in the Philippines where you’re going. There is not enough medi-
cine there.’ To this the other soldier added: ‘you may be either dead or
mad by tomorrow. We heard about the south. I heard it is getting worse
there.’ As a contrast to this degradation of the Japanese empire to the brutal-
ities of wars, Joshiya’s memory of Koshien in 1931 evoked what seemed to be
a more peaceful and successful moment of Japanese imperialism. Kano thus
sheds light – via Joshiya’s memory – on the Japanese wishful thinking to sub-
stitute baseball for militarism in Japan’s imperial adventures. Wen (2014,
p.119) and Huang (2016, p. 30) read from Joshiya’s invocation of Kano
Kano’s anti-war spirit. In my view, Joshiya’s memory also reminds one that
baseball and wars were two sides of the same Japanese imperialism.12 The
peacefulness evoked by Joshiya’s remembrance of Kano served to displace
Japan’s colonial violence in Taiwan, as, according to the historian Chen
(2014), the time of Kano’s encountering Kanan Canal was ‘the most miserable
period of Japan’s colonization in Taiwan’:

All political resistance e!orts were quenched during this time: Taiwan Cultural
Association, Taiwan Farmers’ Assembly, Taiwan People’s Party and Taiwan Com-
munist Party were all dissolved by force. Jian Ji (!!)—the leader of farmers’
uprisings—was arrested in 1929. Historical documents reveal that the Taiwa-
nese farmers were subjected to the most unfair treatment when the colonial
government celebrated its agricultural modernization in Taiwan. (My
translation)

Chen’s words disrupt the myth of baseball as a symbol of peace and racial
integration. Onemay even argue that the prevalent resistances from the colo-
nized, not to mention the bloody Wushe rebellion that happened a year
before Kano’s debut at Koshien, strengthened Japanese people’ ‘baseball
complex’ and made a legend like Kano’s more urgently needed.

3.

After discussing examples of ‘baseball complex’, in this current section I
would add that American Pastime and Kano do not just showcase baseball’s
static appeals. Instead of presenting baseball as a stable idea (or ideal) utilized
or pursued by those of di!erent power strata, the two "lms also dramatize
baseball’s dynamic meaning-change in the processes of the ballgames
staged as part of their plots.

In fact, it has become almost a generic convention for a baseball "lm to
bring to the screen at least a ballgame, illustrating perhaps cinema’s own
‘baseball complex.’ Besides living up to the spectacular nature of baseball
as well as satisfying the viewers’ desire to watch a game on screen, the ball-
games in American Pastime and Kano also function to present baseball in
practice, which could be di!erentiated from baseball as a "xed idea/ideal
embedded in sociocultural power strati"cation. While baseball as an idea/
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ideal is deeply entangled with the politics outside the diamonds, what takes
place in the process of a ballgame could deviate momentarily from the pre-
scription of politics.

In American Pastime, Billy’s local minor league team ‘Abraham Bees’ "nally
agreed to have a game with Kaz’s Topaz team. The "lm reaches its climax
when both the Japanese American internees and the local white residents
poured into a baseball "eld for an unprecedented exhibition game across
the racial line. At "rst, the diamond mirrored the racial con#icts of the
world outside. Before the game started, the play-by-play announcer belittled
the Japanese Americans by claiming that this was probably ‘the "rst time
they’ve ever seen a real game.’ And as soon as the game started, more
racial slurs entered the announcer’s language. The Japanese American
players were described as ‘little,’ like ‘a bunch of midgets.’ The announcer
taunted: ‘Personally I always get a kick out of midgets. You see a midget,
you gotta chuckle.’ Statements like these elicited laughter from the white
audience but made the Japanese Americans uncomfortable. Right at this
moment, the "rst batter, the racist Ed Tully, stepped up to the batter’s box
and pointed his bat in a threatening and insulting manner at Lyle, who
served as the pitcher for Topaz. In return Lyle delivered a ball that almost
hit Ed’s head. The racial tension permeated the ballpark.

As the game moved on, although the tension never completely dissolved,
Lyle’s quality pitching and Topaz’s solid defense gradually won nicer words
from the announcer, who admitted that Topaz’s ‘defense is looking good
out there,’ and that Lyle ‘got himself a shutout going.’ At the bottom of
the ninth inning, when Abraham Bees led Topaz at 3-1, the announcer
further said: ‘it was more of a game than what I expected. This Topaz team
managed to make a decent contest of it.’ Two other moments witnessed
crossings of racial lines. The "rst came during the seventh-inning stretch
time. When both Japanese American and white spectators joined in the
chorus of ‘Take Me Out to the Ball Game,’13 Lyle and Katie, who had been
in a romantic relationship, seized on the chance of their parents’ roaming
out the baseball diamond to formally introduce them to each other. While
both fathers left the scene without a word, the two mothers acknowledged
each other and nodded to their kids, expressing some tolerance and under-
standing of the romance. The second moment of racial line-crossing occurred
at the end of the game. When the game was tied, Lyle attempted a home-
base stealing, which resulted in a controversial play. The umpire intended
to rule for Abraham Bees, but the catcher Billy admitted that he had lost
the ball while trying to tag Lyle, thus granting Topaz a game winning run.
Billy’s admission of error was signi"cant as it stood in contrast to his inten-
tional foul play in a one-on-one pitch-and-hit contest with Lyle earlier in
the "lm. At the one-on-one contest, Billy was unwilling to admit that Lyle
could play baseball on an equal footing with him. He insisted on his
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superiority over Japanese Americans in the baseball hierarchy. Yet, at the "nal
moment of the exchange game, perhaps out of his disappointment that the
Yankee scout he waited for did not come, or out of his ultimate realization
that his socio-geographically marginalized position made him no more
quali"ed than the interned Japanese Americans for baseball, he decided to
have a fair play with Japanese Americans. American Pastime as such extracts
from the drama on a baseball diamond some a!ective linkage between
whites and Japanese Americans. And it is worth noting that this linkage
became conceivable not because both whites and Japanese Americans
achieved unproblematic ‘American identities’ via baseball but because they
shared the marginalized position in the baseball hierarchy.

In Kano, like in American Pastime, the "nal baseball game sets up the stage
for changed relationships between characters and baseball. A "lm dwelling
mostly on the Japanese ‘baseball complex,’ Kano arranges for the subjectivity
of the Kano players to gradually come to presence only during the champion-
ship game at Koshien. When it became clear that the star pitcher Go’s ("!

!) "nger wound would disable him from leading Kano to the "nal win, the
Kano players started to play beyond Kondo’s plan and desire: Go made his
decision to complete the game despite Kondo’s advice against this and the
"elders even urged Go to serve out straight balls before Kondo gave a
command. Following this, all Kano players shouted in unison: ‘We are Kano
from Taiwan.’ This identi"cation of their geographical origin, though not
openly challenging the empirical order as ‘Taiwan’ could be taken as a district
of the Japanese empire, did consolidate their shared a$liation to Taiwan.
Even Kondo seemed to change his attitude toward baseball and Kano at
this "nal moment. He used to insist on a bushido sincerity in each ballgame,
comparing baseball diamonds to ‘battle"elds’ and allowing ‘no singing
during the games.’ Upon seeing the Kano players transforming the cham-
pionship game into one of their own style, Kondo suddenly asked the
players to ‘sing the song of yours.’ And the change of Kondo became even
more evident when he allowed the players to play baseball on the boat on
their way back to Taiwan. After the ball was hit and #ew out into the air in
the direction of Taiwan, the players held up high their Koshien trophy and
cried out toward the direction of Taiwan: ‘My fellow countrymen, we are
back.’ Kano reverses in this scene the direction of the empire-centered and
Koshien-oriented ‘baseball complex’ by positioning Taiwan as a desirable des-
tination for Kano.

Read from its ending point, Kano not only portrays the Japanese ‘baseball
complex’ through characters like Kondo and Joshiya but also traces in the
process of its narrative the emergence of a desire for baseball in Taiwan.
Despite Japan’s e!ort to cultivate baseball into a symbol of Japanese nation-
alism, once it was introduced to Taiwan, it could become a part of the local
identity formation.14 In Kano, the connection of baseball to the local is
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made evident through the increased size of the crowd gathering around the
Central Fountain in Chiayi to cheer for Kano. The growing ardour for baseball
among the locals was contrary to the prevalent indi!erence or doubt on the
value of baseball at the beginning of the "lm. As seen, when Kano players
started doing their daily running drills across the township and shouting
‘Koshien’ in unison, the vendors in markets complained about the uselessness
of baseball and the farmers looked up from paddy "elds with incomprehen-
sion. A dramatic sequence even shows the grandmother of Su (!!") –
Kano’s renowned centre "elder and slugger – being extremely worried and
upset upon seeing Su join Kano. Given time, however, Kano transformed
from being a disturbance or an obtrusive sight to the locals to o!ering a
cohesive force for the community. As an important symbol of this transform-
ation, Go’s ex-girlfriend A-Jing gave birth to a baby on the night before the
Koshien championship game. When A-Jing nursed the new-born in her
arms and simultaneously listened attentively to the broadcast of the cham-
pionship game, the new-born symbolized a new era (of baseball) in
Taiwan. Read in this light, Kano’s Koshien appearance not only featured a
point of nostalgia for the Japanese but also heralded a new relationship
between baseball and the people in Taiwan – a relationship that would even-
tually unfold into yet another version of ‘baseball complex’ in Taiwan’s
pursuit of its own national identity.15

To conclude, this article studies the formations of ‘baseball complex’ in the
Japanese American internment and colonized Taiwan. I analyse two sports
movies, study how they engage with histories, and probe into characters’
emotions and interactions, in order to learn how they dramatize and move
social relationships to extract the logically possible in histories. Echoing
Joseph Maguire’s proposal about the ‘diminishing contrasts and increasing
varieties’ in global sport processes (1999, 2005, 2011), my analyses push for
thinking beyond the binary model of conceiving baseball as either an instru-
ment of imperial control or a ladder of social ascendency to come up with
subtler and more contextualized answers as to why baseball was desired,
by whom, and for what purpose. Given the strati"ed power structure at the
margin of empires, baseball not only could be utilized by those holding
power and those obviously minoritized and colonized, but could be
needed more urgently by those caught in-between the powerful and the dis-
empowered. The shifting power between the dominant and the dominated
across time could also contest and even transform the subjects and contents
of ‘baseball complex.’

Overall my study challenges a static understanding of baseball. By bring-
ing together the contexts of Japanese American internment and Taiwan
under Japanese rule, I foreground baseball’s trans-Paci"c trajectory and
reveal baseball’s entanglement with the triangulated power processes
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between the US, Japan, and Taiwan. Moreover, these power processes,
instead of being ‘locked’ into speci"c imperialist or nationalist ideologies,
would keep unfolding for open-ended ‘[s]porting futures’ (Maguire 1999,
p. 8). In this light, American Pastime and Kano o!er brilliant historiophoties
that do not close at scenes on baseball diamonds but probe the aftermath
of ballgames for political impacts and future prospects: American Pastime pre-
sents in its last scene the Japanese American internees gathering in front of
Ed Tully’s barbershop to witness Ed give Lane a haircut, which did not simply
indicate Abraham Bees’s lost bet to Topaz but more crucially functioned as a
token act to correct racism. Likewise, Kano concludes with a voiceover
exchange between Go and Kondo on their way back to Taiwan. To Go’s ques-
tion ‘When we get home, will we see a crowd celebrating our return or people
with disappointment written all over their faces?’ Kondo responded: ‘What
we’ll see are boundless "elds of gold swaying in the wind.’ Instead of
looking back to Japan, Kano closes with an implication that the story of
Kano would be moving toward a not-yet-known future, probably with
closer ties to the Taiwanese people that Go kept in mind and to the land
of ‘boundless "elds of gold’ that Kondo would become increasingly able to
claim as his home.

Notes

1. Baseball was "rst proclaimed as ‘the national pastime in the USA’ in 1856 in The
New York Mercury (Nathan 2014, p. 95); in 1876, baseball’s National League was
founded, and the Doubleday myth about baseball’s American origin began to
materialize around the turn of the twentieth century. See Bairner (2001),
Vecsey (2006), Babicz and Zeiler (2017) for baseball’s development in the US.
See also Dyreson (2014) for a genealogical study of the idea of ‘American
national pastime.’

2. The word ‘feeling’ is chosen in ‘structures of feeling’ to ‘emphasize a distinction
from more formal concepts of “world-view” or “ideology”’ not only for moving
‘beyond formally held and systematic beliefs,’ but also for perceiving ‘meanings
and values as they are actively lived and felt’ (Williams 1977, p. 132).

3. Lane Nakano (1925–2005) was a Nisei veteran of the 442nd combat team and
an actor starring in Robert Pirosh’s movie Go for Broke! (1951) that portrays
this Japanese American combat team.

4. Nakagawa is the niece of ‘the Babe Ruth of the Nisei leagues’ John Nakagawa
(Sneider 1997) and authors the book, Through a Diamond: 100 Years of Japanese
American Baseball (2001). ‘Nisei Baseball Research Project’ (NBRP; http://www.
niseibaseball.com) is a non-pro"t organization dedicated to preserving Japa-
nese American baseball experiences.

5. The roles media played in both cases studied in this article testify to ‘sport,
culture, and media’ as the ‘trinity’ organizing sport politics (Rowe 2004).

6. NBRP has organized touring exhibits on themes such as ‘Bridge across the Paci"c,’
‘Diamonds in the Rough,’ and made videos on topics including ‘How Japanese
Americans learned the game and where the teams sprouted across Northern
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California’; the organization’s online store sells books such as Kenichi Zenimura,
Japanese American Baseball Pioneer (2011) and "lms such as American Pastime.

7. Brown (1990), for instance, considers baseball as ‘a mimetic representation of
war’ (pp. 51–52) and contends that a ballgame ‘facilitates both the expression
of violence and its restraint’ (p. 52). See also Gems (2006) for baseball’s integral
roles in the American and Japanese imperial wars.

8. C. Tseng (2014), for example, contends that Kano reinforces Taiwan’s ‘self-reco-
lonization’: he points to the "lm’s deviation from real-life histories, such as
bypassing Japan’s violent suppressions of the uprisings and resistances in
Taiwan around the 1930s and obscuring the downsides of constructing
Kanan Canal. Other problems include an overemphasis on the bushido spirit
of the Kano team and the tendency to ‘make gods’ of Kondo Hyataro and
Hatta Yoichi (##!#)–the main designer of Kanan Canal. Criticizing Kano
from a stylistic concern, Wall (2014) also argues that ‘the melodramatic way
all the characters fawn over Hatta like a celebrity seems oddly out of place.’
Similar criticism about the ‘god-like Hatta waving to dumbstruck locals’ could
be found in Tsui (2014).

9. This was especially important for the Japanese settlers born and raised up in
Taiwan. As Guthrie-Shimizu (2012) indicates, playing baseball was to ‘instill a
“properly Japanese” identity’ (p. 62) and to cultivate them ‘into the colonial
metropolitan norms’ (p. 63).

10. Morris (2011) gathers the Japanese public reactions to Kano to claim that the
‘second-place Kan! "nish was perhaps the perfect ending for Japan’s baseball
world’ (p. 39).

11. This plot was inspired by a real-life visit of southern Taiwan made in 1998 by
Asahi Shimbun CEO Nagayama Yoshitaka. Nagayama ‘had only one purpose
for making this trip: to ful"ll the lifelong wish that his friend… Shiba Ry!tar!
… had never realized–to run a lap around the bases at the Jiayi Institute of
Technology’ (Morris 2011, p. 7).

12. Discussing the ambiguity of the title of George Murdock’s essay on Japan’s
baseball project in Truk in 1914–‘Waging Baseball on Truk,’ Brown (1990)
brings light to a similar point: ‘not that the game can put an end to violence,
but, rather, that it has a violent end, that it is an unwarranted exertion of
force, with Truk as the object of aggression’ (p. 52).

13. Written in 1908, ‘Take Me Out to the Ball Game’ has been recognized as ‘the
o$cial anthem of North American baseball,’ and its chorus is sung usually
during the middle of the seventh inning (Wikipedia). Signi"cantly, the character
Katie in American Pastime is named after ‘Katie Casey’–one of the earliest female
‘baseball mad’ mentioned in the lyrics of the song.

14. Bairner (2001) made a similar observation that sports nationalism could be
counteracted by local identi"cation: ‘in purely spatial terms, attachment to a
particular region, city, town, or village may take precedence over any a$nity
with the nation’ (p. 164).

15. See Hsieh and Hsieh (2003), Morris (2004, 2011) and Hsieh (2012) for baseball’s
development in Taiwan.
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Knowledge in Movement: 

Configuring Asian American Studies in Asian Classrooms 

 

Abstract 

This article takes classrooms as crucial sites to explore the critical problems and 

opportunities arising from Asian American studies’ relocation to Asia. Conceiving classroom 

dialogism as operating not as much to pass on inured thoughts as to activate processes of 

thinking, I argue that Asian classrooms that teach Asian American texts could evolve into 

important frontlines where various nationalist, culturalist and imperialist perspectives go into 

confrontations and conversations. Section one reads selected teaching accounts to not only 

highlight the implications of Asian classrooms’ readings of Asian American texts in the power 

dynamics between Asia(s) and America(s), but also excavate the ideological and emotive 

linings of students’ seemingly “false” responses to Asian American texts. I propose to seek in 

these responses initiating points for switching critical frames and reorienting thoughts. Section 

two continues to explore classrooms’ potential to set knowledge into movement via a 

reflecting account of my teaching an undergraduate Asian American literature course in 

Taiwan. By mobilizing in classroom switches and exchanges between thinking positions and 

interpretive frames, I invoked from the documentary film Voices in the Clouds (2010) the 

intersecting life stories of the Atayal, the Han Taiwanese, Asian Americans and Americans to 

underscore the importance to think in terms of historical change and human movements. 

Asian classrooms as demonstrated in this teaching example offer the time-space for one to 

think multiply and probe into Asian American texts as sources for a world view that connects 

Asian histories to Asian/American becomings. 

Keywords: Asian American studies in Asia; transpacific studies; critical pedagogy; classroom 

dialogism; Voices in the Clouds; Taiwan indigenous culture 
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Reflections on the circulation of Asian American texts beyond North America and the 

transplantation of Asian American studies to Asia have given rise to rich scholarship in the 

past three decades.1 While racial politics and the debates over immigration and civil rights in 

North America remain crucial to Asian American studies, the purview of the field has  

expanded to the interlocking histories of Asia(s) and America(s) since the field’s turn toward 

Asia and diaspora in the 1990s.2 Many have highlighted the transgressive potentials of Asian 

American studies in transnational critical thinking and practices. Chih-ming Wang (!"#), 

for example, proposed to define Asian American studies in Asia as “a composite site of inter-

Asian and transpacific relations” (2012, 165), which could help “unpack [the] tense and 

tender ties between nations and across the ocean, and to provide a critical comparative 

framework and new strategies of reading” (167). Lisa Yoneyama also pointed out that Asian 

American studies’ “travel” to Asia has resulted in Asian America “productively los[ing] its 

stable referents”: Asian America is “no longer exclusively a self-proclaimed identity in the 

US representative politics or an ethno-racial category, not even a coherent position from 

which a critique of America is enunciated”; rather, it “conjures up a set of affiliations that can 

confound and destabilize the nationalist identities and other reified categories” (2012, 295). 

The unsettling potentials of Asian American studies vis-à-vis ethno-nationalist 

categorizations and inter-Asia/trans-Pacific power relations, however, might not have 

translated as easily and smoothly as one hopes into the reception and interpretation of Asian 

American texts in actual cultural/teaching contexts. When discussing the Singapore 

production of M. Butterfly in 1990, Colleen Lye ($%&) pointed out how “the constant 

media appearance” of Asian American cultural icons (such as David Henry Hwang and Amy 

Tan) in Singapore “in the form of ‘success narratives in the West,’” instead of carrying out 

their subversive potentials as a minority discourse in America, might reflect a Singaporean 

nationalist inspiration to ascend from Asia into a cooperation and alliance with western power 
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(1995, 265). In a similar vein, Sau-ling C. Wong ('()) coined the term “Asian nationalist 

recuperation” to describe Asian readers’ tendency to read in Asian American narratives what 

could confirm their state discourse or serve nationalist purposes (2004, 35).3 Attending to the 

unequal political and knowledge relationship across the Pacific, Rika Nakamura (*+,-

2012, 2016) further cautioned against America-based Asian American scholars’ hegemonic 

position vis-à-vis their Asia-based counterparts and the likelihood for Asian American 

studies, when being transplanted to Asia, to be implicated in American imperialism. The 

complications and paradoxes continue—if not exacerbated in more concrete manners that 

implicate personal desires and pedagogical ethics—in Asian classrooms that teach Asian 

American texts. In her contribution to Asian American Literary Review’s “Forum: On 

Teaching Asian American Literature Outside the US” (2012; henceforth “AALR Forum”), 

Hyeyurn Chung, for example, confessed on her “impasse” to “make Asian American 

literature matter to Korean students”: the culturalist “(mis)perception of Asian American 

literature as ‘Asian’ rather than ‘American’” may result in a “demotion” of Asian American 

literature in comparison with the works by “canonical” American authors, yet the 

contextualization of Asian American texts in America “run[s] the risk of recycling the nation-

state myth,” and the Asian American identity politics and resistance to racism “may have lost 

its significance for Korean students” as Korean students do not share Asian Americans’ 

racialized position.  

Clearly, although texts’ travel carries the potential to disrupt geographical and epistemic 

boundaries, the receptions and interpretations of travelling texts are inevitably entangled with 

the power relations between the production and reception locales and perpetually confounded 

by the desires and interests of the people and communities involved. In the case of Asian 

American literature’s transmission to Asia, the transnational and transcultural readings could 

pose further challenges when the texts are read in Asian countries of the same ethnicities, as 
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in the case of Koreans reading Korean American literature or Chinese reading Chinese 

American literature. On the one hand, despite the fact that the ethnicities shared between the 

readers, the authors and/or the characters might give rise to the readers’ sense of ethno-

cultural affinity/familiarity and thus increase their chance of identifying with the characters 

and messages conveyed through these texts, this affinity/familiarity could more often than not 

be superficial or even illusory, let along its tendency to reinforce blood or cultural 

essentialism.4 On the other hand, an excessive appeal to the contexts of North America as the 

authentic—hence authoritarian—source of meanings might reductively downplay the 

transnational and transcultural subtexts of the texts and suppress alternative readings. Wong 

acutely pointed out in her discussion of the global reception of Maxine Hong Kingston that 

“[t]here is no necessarily and inherently subversive potential in a text removed from a 

national frame” (2005, 31). To this observation one shall add that a laissez-faire cross-cultural 

contact could easily fall back to habitual thinking paradigms that underscore the tenacity of 

ethno-nationalisms, persistent desires for modernity, and the haunting presence of East-West 

cultural dichotomies and interpretive hierarchy. What could one do in order to avoid 

duplicating the analytical models of the Asian American studies in North America and try 

instead to enrich them with a broader (yet nuanced) concerns about the histories and politics 

in and between Asia(s) and America(s)? In what way could the readers probe into the subtle 

sameness and differences between Asians and Asian Americans so as to tap into their intricate 

connections without falling into simplistic identifications or false misrecognitions? These are 

the challenges confronting the studies of Asian American texts in Asia.   

Setting out to engage with the critical problems and opportunities arising from Asian 

American studies’ relocation to Asia, this article chooses the on-site dynamics of classrooms 

as a focus of analysis. One reason for this choice is that classrooms have provided one crucial 

space of ideas transmission and deserve more systematic investigation and theorization in 
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cultural studies.5 Moreover, what are usually considered as students’ immature reactions to 

texts or misreadings in classrooms could actually derive from specific sociopolitical 

materiality. They could be symptomatic of the habitual thinking and cultural preconceptions 

of the societies in which the students reside and therefore merit careful unpacking. Equally 

important is the attention to classrooms’ capability of cultural intervention—their potentials 

not to pass on inured thoughts but to activate processes of thinking and pave the way for 

expressing and modifying, forming and transforming knowledge. In the case of teaching texts 

in contexts that straddle national boundaries and cultural identities as in the case of teaching 

Asian American literature to Asian students, classrooms could in effect evolve into important 

frontlines—forefront contact zones—where various nationalist, culturalist and imperialist 

perspectives go into head-on confrontations and conversations.6 In this light, studying 

pedagogical cases is not simply for figuring out ways to teach but more crucially for 

scrutinizing Asian readers’ reactions to Asian American texts in concrete settings of textual 

reception and for exploring the possibilities for classrooms to usher in the time and space 

needed for readers to reflect on and switch between thinking models. 

The first section below reads selected accounts of teaching Asian American literature in 

Asia for two goals: first, to highlight the implications of Asian classrooms’ readings of Asian 

American texts in the power dynamics between Asia(s) and America(s); and second, to 

excavate the ideological and emotive linings of students’ seemingly “false” responses to 

Asian American texts. From there, I will propose not to rebuke or dismiss these responses but 

to seek in them initiating points for switching critical frames and reorienting thoughts. Given 

the geohistorical diversity of Asian countries that accounts for a wide spectrum of receptions 

of Asian American studies, my attention is given to pedagogical cases from China and 

Taiwan. Moreover, in order to foreground the subtle dynamics of identifications and 

differentiations between students and what they read, I focus on students’ reactions to texts 
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sharing their ethnicities. Section two continues to explore classrooms’ potential to open 

thoughts into variations via a reflecting account of my teaching an undergraduate Asian 

American literature course in Taiwan, in which I intentionally tapped into students’ shifting 

affective and epistemic connections to Taiwanese Americans in a discussion of the 

documentary film Voices in the Clouds (2010). By mobilizing in classrooms switches and 

exchanges between thinking positions and interpreting frames, I invoked from 

teaching/learning Asian American texts in an Asian classroom a time-space to think multiply 

and set knowledge into movement. 

 

1. 

In “Mirrors, Windows, and Prisms: Teaching Asian American Literature in the P.R.C. 

and the U.S.A.” (1997), Mary Louise Buley-Meissner discussed her experiences at Shanghai 

International Studies University, where she taught, from 1993 to 1994, a program with 

students selected from local Chinese school teachers for enhancing their English language 

skills and awarding advanced teacher-training certificates. In the course “Cross-Cultural 

Perspectives in American Experience,” Buley-Meissner’s attempt to include Asian American 

authors such as Bharati Mukherjee, Bienvenido Santos, Kim Yong-Ik and Tahira Naqvi were 

met with resistance: the students argued that “‘minority’ authors necessarily were of ‘minor’ 

importance”—they “did not belong to the ‘main culture,’ they were ‘too narrow’ in outlook, 

inevitably biased and inescapably personal” (1997, 131). At the same time, these students 

responded strongly to Sui Sin Far’s autobiographical essay “Leaves from the Mental Portfolio 

of an Eurasian.” They were impressed by Sui Sin Far’s pride in being Chinese from her 

statements like “I’d rather be Chinese than anything else in the world” (qtd. in Buley-

Meissner 1997, 132) or “[t]he Chinese may have no souls, no expression on their faces, be 

altogether beyond the pale of civilization, but whatever they are, I want you to understand 
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that I am—I am a Chinese” (133). The students also pointed to the significance of the essay’s 

publication in 1909—not long before the founding of the Republic of China in 1911—and 

inferred that “[i]n China, Sui Sin Far might have joined the May Fourth Movement for 

democracy” (133). 

Buley-Meissner’s pedagogical case took place more than two decades ago. From today’s 

hindsight many may quickly point to the Chinese students’ decontextualized “(mis)reading” 

that conflated the “Chinese” as a national or cultural identity in China and the “Chinese” as a 

racial minority in North America in the case of Sui Sin Far. In my view, however, as 

important as drawing attention to the Chinese students’ inadequate background knowledge of 

Asian North American literature could be an exploration of the different epistemic frames 

involved in this pedagogical case. Notwithstanding Buley-Meissner’s belief in the value of 

American multiculturalism as well as the rising importance of ethnic literatures in America(s) 

as seen by her inclusion of Asian American writings into her course, her students accessed the 

course and the writings by Sui Sin Far not from the perspective of multiculturalism or the 

empowerment of ethnic minorities but from the power dynamics of China vs. the West. One 

shall note as well that the students themselves were inscribed in these power dynamics given 

the fact that they were required to learn American literature and culture in order to earn 

advanced teaching certificates in China. Taking America as a (superior) subject from which 

they needed to learn for getting “advanced” in their teaching career, these students 

understandably cared about whether their time was spent on leaning the “true” America, 

hence their concern about the representative value of Asian American texts in American 

literature. The overriding force of China vs. the West interpretive frame also explained the 

students’ identification with Sui Sin Far. Instead of recognizing Sui Sin Far as a mixed-race 

minority who wrote to criticize racism in North America, the students (mis)took her to be a 

fellow Chinese who strived to succeed and win respect in the West. As seen, the students 
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“were pleased to learn that Sui Sin Far led an extraordinary life in America, producing not 

only first-rate journalism … but also the first book of fiction by an Asian American” (Buley-

Meissner 1997, 133). And it was at this point that the students compared Sui Sin Far to the 

May Fourth Chinese intellectuals who sought to re-invigorate Chinese culture and elevate 

Chinese international position via a pursuit of western science and culture. 

 While commenting on her teaching experiences, Buley-Meissner contended that 

“[h]istorical background to Asian American literature is useful to all students” (1997, 140).

be they American or Chinese. To this I would add that, besides paying attention to the 

contexts in which the texts were produced, it is equally important to attend to the contexts out 

of which readings and interpretations emerged. Students do not interpret out of vacuum. 

Excavating the epistemic underpinnings of students’ readings might be the first step toward 

evoking cultural differences and identificatory variations characteristic of transcultural 

readings and moving beyond dominant interpretive modes. Indeed, the attempt to read a 

Chinese North American text in the China-West power dynamics was not unique to Buley-

Meissner’s Chinese students and did not occur only in the 1990s. In her keynote address to 

Japan’s Asian American Literature Association (AALA), later included in AALA Journal’s 

15th Anniversary Issue (2005), Sau-ling Wong also noted that most Chinese criticism on 

Kingston displayed interest not as much in US multiculturalism or in the issue of racism as in 

reading Kingston’s text as “an emblem of China’s engagement with ‘the outside world’ and 

the ‘now’” (25; emphasis original). The connection between Chinese readers’ interest in 

Chinese American literature and China’s global position found echoes again in China-based 

scholars Guicang Li (/01) and Emily Tingting Xu’s contribution to AALR Forum in 2012. 

As they pointed out, even though the academic interest in Chinese American literary study 

dated back to 1981, it was “the year of the new millennium, right after China obtained 

membership to the WTO” that marked the beginning of “a decade-long boom of academic 
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essays and monographs on almost every Chinese American author we know of.” The desire 

to read/teach Chinese American literature in China was strengthened by China’s political and 

economic reconnection with the world, and, as Li and Xu continued to argue, Chinese 

scholars were “particularly intrigued by how Chinese American authors delineate their 

Chinese cultural sensibility in ‘alien’ (mainstream) cultural and social contexts.” 

Clearly, there is no need to jump to conclusions about which reading model is correct 

and which is not, as the genuine productivity of the Asian classrooms that teach Asian 

American texts could lie, in my view, in its ability to generate more than one critical frames. 

In “Reading Chinese American Literature to Learn about America, China, and Chinese 

America,” Bing Wu (23) on the one hand cautioned her students against conflating Chinese 

and Chinese American stories, “for Chinese American writers make use of Chinese history 

and culture to tell their own Chinese American stories, not Chinese stories” (2008, 101). On 

the other hand, she did not give up her concern with China’s relationship with the West and 

sought in Chinese American literature answers to “what happened when one of the world’s 

oldest civilizations met with one of the youngest civilizations” (100). Wu contended that 

Chinese American literature could offer Chinese readers “a comprehensive knowledge of the 

US” (100) and simultaneously proposed to read Chinese American literature as an 

“introspection literature” for Chinese readers (105). Drawing attention to the “values, 

customs and practices Chinese Americans still retain after years or generations away from the 

home country,” Wu read Chinese American literature as “enlightening” in the “reevaluation 

of the strengths and limits of traditional Chinese culture and values” (105). Reading Chinese 

American literature as such “is helpful to Chinese in building a modern civilized country” 

(105).  

Wu’s proposal to seek in Chinese American literature knowledge of both Americans and 

the Chinese cuts across the division between China and America to give Chinese Americans’ 
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connections to both Chinese cultures and American cultures an affirmative take. Chinese 

classrooms in this manner could herald in productive plays on Chinese Americans’ plural 

cultural and national affiliations. This point being made, Wu’s desire to build China into “a 

modern civilized country” via reading Asian American literature testifies yet again to the 

persistence of China/the West power struggles and a preoccupation with China’s nation-

building. Apparently, Asian American literature for Chinese readers is never simply a foreign 

literature or about others. While Wu proposed to differentiate Chinese people and Chinese 

Americans, the linkages between them—albeit marked by temporal differentials and 

historical change—remain crucial subjects of investigation for Chinese readers’ self-

understanding as well as for their negotiation with China’s position in the world.    

Thus far my discussion has shown that an introspective preoccupation with Chinese 

national and cultural developments constitutes one habitual model in Chinese readers’ 

readings of Chinese American texts. Another habitual model I have observed from existing 

teaching accounts is a tendency for Asian readers to seek in Asian American texts a projected 

fulfillment of their pursuit of western modernity. At first sight, this tendency seems to gear 

toward an opposite direction from the first model, as the first model seeks empowerments of 

Asian nations and cultures while the second celebrates (Asian America’s affiliation with) 

western modernity. A closer look nonetheless reveals that both models derive from the same 

Asia versus the West power structure. A student’s question regarding the model minority 

image of Asian Americans discussed by Chih-ming Wang in his contribution to AALR Forum 

(2012) best sheds light on the second model.  

Teaching a graduate seminar on Asian American literature in Taiwan in 2007, Wang was 

confronted by a student’s question: “What is so wrong about Asian Americans being regarded 

as the ‘model minority’? Isn’t getting good grades and behaving politely what our parents 

expect us to do? Isn’t that a sign of success? Why is ‘model minority’ considered a negative 
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stereotype?” Being “surprised and in fact baffled” at the moment when the question was 

asked because his mind had been “set in the Asian American critical tradition,” Wang 

attempted to uncover the sociohistorical underpinnings of his student’s question. As he 

elaborated, the term “Asian American” in Taiwan evokes not as much the disenfranchised 

immigrants or discriminated minorities portrayed in history books or living in far-away 

places as the pop celebrities (such as Leehom Wang [!45], David Tao [67], Jeremy 

Shuhow Lin [89:], or Yoyo Ma [;<<]) “who speak and act with the aura of America” 

or the extended family members who have moved to North America and became “the 

embodiment of transnational success and positive hybridity.” In this sense “Asian Americans” 

play into Asians’ fantasy of global upward mobility. They represent what Asians want to 

become after leaving behind their “Asianness.” 

Based in the contexts of Taiwan, Wang’s suggestion that Asian Americans symbolize 

Asians’ ascendency to western modernity found resonance in Hong Fang (=>)’s teaching 

experience in China. In her contribution to AALR Forum (2012), Fang indicated that her 

students “did not conceal their lukewarm interest in the racial experience of Chinese 

Americans” when they asked: “why we presented these frustrating experiences of Chinese 

Americans at a time when the students’ best wishes were to go to America as graduate 

students with scholarships and grants”—did the course intend to “discourage their pursuit of 

the American Dream”? To cater to her students’ desires, Fang replaced Jade Snow Wong’s 

Fifth Chinese Daughter with Amy Chua’s Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother in a course on 

coming-of-age novels. She observed that her students were able to relate to the latter through 

its description of the “fight between mother and daughter” and its “comparison of Chinese 

and American mindsets.” Most importantly, its depiction of “[t]he modern urban life style of 

Chua’s family—characterized by its quick pace, frequent trips, family visits, and music and 

sports performances of the children—appeals to the students.”  
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Similar to Fang, Taiwan-based Donna T. Tong (?@A) also revealed in her contribution 

to AALR Forum (2012) her students’ “dislike of and/or apathy towards Kingston’s The 

Woman Warrior” in an undergraduate upper-division elective course “Asian American 

Women Writers.” Probing into students’ “social imaginaries” and contemplated the way to 

build students’ connection to Asian American texts, Tong indicated that since the majority of 

her students grew up as part of the ethnic majority in Taiwan, “they did not have personal 

experiences that allowed them to be able to relate experientially to the minoritization 

conflicts and processes,” and thus felt disconnected from the intricate minority politics 

advanced in The Woman Warrior. In comparison, Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club was more 

“immediately accessible” to her students because “its representation of mother-daughter 

relationships” is a presumably more universally shared theme.  

Fang’s resort to texts like Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother to appeal to her students’ wish 

for cultural and class ascendency, and Tong’s attempt to find themes shared by Taiwanese 

students and Asian Americans bear witness to the multiple ways with which Asian readers 

could relate to Asian American texts. While recognizing the value of these different modes of 

receptions or readings as each of them evokes a piece of the geopolitical history and emotive 

underpinning that is crucial in the jigsaw-puzzle of the multiple and shifting trajectories of 

people, knowledge and desires across Asia/America, I also suggest cautions against the self-

imposed constraint of reiterating an East-West dichotomy, sustaining Asian nationalist 

interests, or fostering individuals’ desires for global upward movement. In order to give the 

critical potentials of Asian American studies in Asia a full play, I propose that the act of 

teaching/learning Asian American texts in Asian classrooms must not aim for an interpretive 

closure but resemble what Erin Manning described as the “minor gesture.” Indebted to Gilles 

Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s concept of the minor, “minor gesture” is defined by Manning as 

“the gestural force that opens experience to its potential variation”: whereas “the major is a 
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structural tendency that organizes itself according to predetermined definitions of values, the 

minor is a force that course through it, unmooring its structural integrity, problematizing its 

normative standards” (2016, 1). Manning argued that “minor gestures” could be found in 

“activist practices, environmental practices, social practices” that include—among other 

activities—“teaching” (13). Taking cue from Manning, in the next section I turn to my own 

teaching practice to test out the “minor” force of class dialogism in activating the reading of 

an Asian American text into generative thinking processes. 

 

2. 

I started to offer an undergraduate elective course on Asian American literature in 

Taiwan in 2006. Initially I taught this course as an extension of the US American literature 

survey course, which is a required course for English majors at my institution. Introducing to 

students the increasingly diversified Asian American literature by showcasing writers of 

various Asian national and ethnic ancestries, I drew attention to issues of national inclusion 

and exclusion, immigration and diaspora, and gender and race, with the goal to help students 

perceive how the rise of Asian American literature had enriched or transformed the 

conception of America(s) and American literature. This way of teaching Asian American 

literature as a “foreign” literature was soon challenged as the recurrent images, histories, 

subjects and cultural elements of Asia in Asian American texts kept confounding my students’ 

distance from the texts and entangled them into inquires such as: Is the “Chinese” discussed 

in the texts the “Chinese” used in our everyday context? Are the texts about the “Asia” that 

we are part of? And if so, have they represented Asia correctly? Are we supposed to be 

critical toward what we presume to be misunderstandings or misrepresentations of Asia and 

Asian cultures? Besides the questions related to students’ ethno-cultural connections with the 

texts, the “foreignness” of Asian American literature was further questioned not only because 
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Asian Americans might populate students’ imaginaries as pop celebrities or overseas relatives 

(as discussed by Wang [2012]), but some students, not unlike Fang’s students in China, also 

planned to move to Americas for studies, careers or lives after receiving their college degrees. 

In the latter case, students might themselves become “Asian Americans” in foreseeable 

futures.  

Moreover, growing up in Taiwan—a place with long colonial histories and situated at 

the margins of the inter-imperial struggles of China and the US—and studying (more than) 

two cultural and value systems as English majors, many of my students shared Asian 

Americans’ “in-betweenness” sensibility. One student told me, in 2007, that she found her 

situation as an English major in Taiwan similar to that of Asian Americans. She posed the 

question: “could we take students majoring in English in Taiwan as a type of ‘Asian 

American’”? The student’s question rang with my personal experiences of growing up and 

completing my education before the doctorate studies (which were done in the US) in 

Taiwan. It urged me to put myself and the students on similar footing to think along with 

them in the classroom. I therefore decided to teach Asian American literature as more than a 

part of US American literature, and intentionally brought into class texts that tapped into 

students’ epistemic and affective connections to Asian Americans and conjured up 

discussions of Asian—in particular Taiwan—identities in the East-West geopolitical relations. 

It was in this context that Voices in the Clouds (henceforth Voices) was included into my 

syllabus for the Asian American literature course in 2013 and 2014. 

Voices tells the story of Tony Coolidge, who was born in Taiwan in 1967 to a Taiwanese 

mother and an American father who served the US military in Taiwan during the 1960s. 

Never meeting his father, Coolidge grew up in Wulai (BC), a mountain township located 

south of Taipei, until the age of three, when he followed his mother and his stepfather—an 

American intelligence officer—to settle down in the US. Growing up as a mixed-race 
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Taiwanese American, Coolidge described in Voices how he was “sensitive about how people 

saw [him] differently” (7’25”), and this accounted for his “resenting being Taiwanese at the 

time” (6’53”). He also noticed that his mother never talked about her past in Taiwan, and he 

attributed this to her “efforts to shield us [her children] from her culture and from her 

language” (1’33”). After his mother passed away, Coolidge visited Taiwan in 1995 and 

discovered that his mother did not belong to Taiwan’s settler majority Han (D) people. She 

belonged instead to the Atayal (EF) indigenous tribe. He then interpreted her silence about 

her life in Taiwan as an indicator of shame toward her indigenous descent. Driven by a desire 

to restore his mother’s heritage and “to tell all Americans and the world who he is” (18’38”), 

Coolidge transformed into a passionate advocate of the Atayal culture, devoted to the 

preservation of what he described as the cultures “in danger of dying out” (4’35”). Voices 

documents mainly Coolidge’s journey in 2004-2005 in Taiwan. During the journey he met 

with different people engaged in indigenous cultural preservation and revitalization, visited 

abandoned tribal villages, and conversed with indigenous elders with facial tattoos, who for 

Coolidge embodied a form of indigenous authenticity. 

Besides featuring people and histories associated with Taiwan that evoked my students’ 

sense of connection, Voices is not subject easily to either of the two habitual reading models 

discussed in section one. First, Coolidge’s self-identification as an Atayal summons up the 

settler histories of Taiwan that resist attempts of nationalist appropriation. Moreover, Voices’ 

focus on Coolidge’s journey to Taiwan in search of his identity confounds—though not 

completely annulling—Coolidge’s affiliation with western modernity. In my class, the 

students’ distance from the text was shortened by Voices’ reference to local townships such as 

Wulai and Wufeng (GH), the Mandarin used by many subjects, as well as the brief 

appearance of Taiwan’s former president Chen Shui-bian (IJK). Already acquiring basic 

literacy on Asian American politics in North America from other texts taught before Voices, 
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the students quickly grasped the discrimination Coolidge experienced as a racial minority in 

the US. At the same time, Coolidge’s proposal to revitalize indigenous cultures also sounded 

familiar to them, as the histories of indigenous people had been included in elementary and 

high school textbooks in Taiwan since the 1990s.7 Based on the paradigm of minority identity 

politics, the students comprehended Coolidge’s analogy of his Taiwanese American identity 

in the US and the indigenous identity in Taiwan. In this way Voices entails what King-Kok 

Cheung described as the “critical self-reflections” on the part of Asian readers when reading 

Asian American texts, which—as Cheung expected—not only could arouse Asian readers’ 

understanding and sympathy “with the plight of racial minorities” in the US but also point to 

the “social inequalities” in the readers’ countries and pushed the readers to see “themselves as 

the dominant majority within their own homelands” (2004, 13). 

But the class discussion did not stop at an easy consent to Coolidge’s messages on 

indigenous cultural preservation. In responding to my reminder that the analogy between 

Asian Americans and the Atayal as ethnic minorities could remain short of taking into 

account the differences between the two groups in global power and knowledge structures, 

the students wondered: what does it mean for an Asian American to advocate indigenous 

cultural preservation in Taiwan? This question drove the class toward the direction of more 

subtly historicizing different minority groups rather than sticking to a simplistic minority vs. 

majority model. It gave rise to various opinions about Coolidge’s role as a spokesperson for 

the Atayal culture. Some students pointed to the similarity between Voices’ celebratory 

rhetoric toward indigenous cultures and what they had read in high school textbooks. Some 

noted that it was Coolidge’s experiences with racism in the US that qualified him to speak for 

the Atayal. Some others added that Coolidge sounded like a reliable person who knew about 

the world. From here the class’s attention shifted from what Coolidge advocated in Voices to 

Coolidge’s position in knowledge transactions across Asia/America. Coolidge came to 
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Taiwan initially to seek family roots. The intention to recover his mother’s history then grew 

into a desire to learn about the Atayal culture, and eventually enlarged into a self-assigned 

rescue mission in which he expected himself to be ‘a bridge’ (1’12’’38’’’) to help indigenous 

people to “have pride in their heritage” (1’13’55’’’) and bring Taiwan’s indigenous cultures to 

the world.8 Coolidge’s qualification to “rescue” Atayal culture came not simply from his 

family connection but also from his subject position as an Asian American returning to Asia. 

Though not embodying a typical model minority with a success story in the US, he is 

presented in Voices as equipped with a global literacy and benevolence to take up the role of a 

spokesperson of liberal multiculturalism.9 

Indeed, while being a racial minority in the US, in Asia Coolidge spoke with the force of 

a trustworthy mouthpiece of western progressive values. In this light Coolidge’s advocacy of 

liberal multiculturalism is implicated in the US tutelage to Asia. This point being made, my 

students continued to debate on whether Coolidge should be understood as embodying the 

US imperial power or if he should be read as an individual that mediated the geopolitical 

dynamics between Asia(s) and America(s). To probe into this debate the attention of the class 

shifted to an identity inquiry: who exactly is Coolidge—which culture(s) does he belong to 

and represent? Coolidge designated himself an Atayal. He reiterated in Voices that he felt 

being accepted as a family member among indigenous people and donned indigenous 

headdress and vest—what Guy Beauregard identified as “markers of indigeneity” (2015, 8)—

to solidify his connection to the Atayal indigeneity. 

The problem is: despite his efforts to retrieve and consolidate an Atayal identity, 

Coolidge in Voices gave little attention to the hybrid constitution and historical changeability 

of the Atayal. Being given officially its current name in 1911 by the Japanese colonial 

government, the Atayal has “distributed widely” in Taiwan and is made up of subgroups of 

“different accents and customs” (M. Wang, 2008: 7). The hybrid constitution of the Atayal 
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and the changeability of their tribal boundaries—due largely to their frequent migrations and 

encounters/exchanges with external communities starting from the 1700s till now, makes it 

difficult to conceive the Atayal as a static geohistorical and cultural existence. In her 

discussion about the classifications of indigenous Taiwanese, Wang Mei-hsia (!LM) cited 

the Lamarckian paradigm on the definition of ethnicity, which brings attention to contextual 

factors in contrast to the emphasis on “descent” in western concept of ethnicity, to account 

for the fluid social boundaries of indigenous Taiwanese (2008, 5). Significantly, central to the 

Atayal “lmuhuw” (oral narratives) is the concept “msgamil” (migration and expansion’), 

which comes not from “puqing” (main root) but from “gamil” (fibrous roots) (Icyeh 2008, 

113), hence highlighting the importance of the flows, evolvements and hybrid mixtures with 

other groups (in contrast to a set origin) in the Atayal culture. In this light, despite giving 

hyper attention to his Atayal roots, Coolidge in Voices did not pay adequate attention to his 

Atayal routes—which may include, among others, the intermarriage of his parents,10 his 

Asian American experiences as well as his marriage to a Han Taiwanese.11 

In his article on Voices, Beauregard (2015) directed attention from what this 

documentary tells about Coolidge to what it leaves out. As he observed, as much as Coolidge 

devoted himself to his mother’s indigenous heritage, he dwelled little on his paternal side of 

history: Voices bypasses the story of Coolidge’s father as a member of the US military and as 

such “bracket[s] the history of the U.S. military activity in Taiwan” (10). Beauregard thus 

suggested to read Voices as one of the “textual traces of the history of U.S. militarism and 

other forms of U.S. hegemony in Asia and the Pacific” during Cold War (4). He placed Voices 

in an analytic framework that takes Taiwan—or Asia in general—as a crucial site to trace and 

reveal US’s imperial presence and impact.   

In my class, following a brief discussion of Coolidge’s absent father and his implication 

in US militarism/imperialism, the students expressed more interest in what is left unsaid in 
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Voices about Coolidge’s mother. In fact, despite Coolidge’s reiteration of his intention to look 

for his mother’s history, Voices does not probe seriously into his mother’s gendered and 

racialized position in Taiwan’s settler colonial society inflected by the US imperialism. 

Viewers are only told that Coolidge’s mother worked in Taipei where she met Coolidge’s 

father. Some students observed: it is strange that, when meeting with his relatives in Wulai, 

Coolidge did not try to gather from them—some of whom must have real-life acquaintance 

with his mother—memories or stories about his mother; instead, he participated in indigenous 

cultural festivals, hiked into mountains to look for “the real setting” (40’24’’) of tribal 

villages, and paid visits to surviving female indigenous elders with facial tattoos. Coolidge 

called the tattooed elders “a living historian of my culture” (49’48’’) or “a treasure to remind 

us of our past” (1’00’’56’’’). He asked them questions such as “what she miss the most about 

the old life… the mountain life?” (59’50’’), and “what’s her memory of the life in the 

mountains before she came here” (1’01’17’’). Ironically, when Coolidge attempted to extract 

from the elders a timeless essence of the Atayal culture untouched by external forces, what 

the elders provided were memories of their changeable selves and shifting identities across 

time. One elder Yaki Vinai described how she lived a life in which “she did not really know 

who she was”: “She was told that she was tribal during the early part of life and then she was 

Japanese … and then Chinese and then Taiwanese” (51’32”). Another elder Sigi Uming also 

reminded Coolidge of the dynamic nature of the indigenous culture. In response to Coolidge’s 

wish to “experience a simple life” in the mountains (1’04’’24’’’) and “experience the freedom 

the Atayal had in the past” (1’04’34’’), Sigi Uming insisted: “it’s good to have a simple life. 

But also, you need to pray. You need to worship God” (1’04’’46’’’), showing that she had 

taken Christianity as an integral part of her life. 

Attentions to textual details like these conversations between Coolidge and the tattooed 

elders brought my students to be aware of the multiple—even conflicting—historical views 
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presented in Voices as an Asian American text. Despite Coolidge’s intention to look for an 

Atayal root that transcends time and history, both Yaki Vinai and Sigi Uming are more 

products of time than embodying a static indigenous existence: their identities have been 

formed and reformed through intersecting sociopolitical forces, both domestic and foreign. 

Indeed, the change brought about by time is again cast into relief by a question of another 

tattooed elder Sakai Iwan. After Coolidge talked about how his conversations with the elders 

helped him understand what his mother went through, Sakai Iwan aptly asked: “Did your 

mother have tattoos?” (1’06’26). This question sharply brought into presence the different 

historical contexts the elders and Coolidge’s mother experienced.12 Since Coolidge’s mother 

lived in a time-space different from that of the tattooed elders, it takes more than listening to 

the elders to understand her.  

Due to the limit of class time, it was impossible to include every interesting detail in 

Voices into discussion. Yet by the time the students attended to the voices of the tattooed 

elders, the class had gone through several interpretative frames: the politics of minority 

subjectivities, Asian Americans’ ambiguous position in trans-Pacific knowledge transactions, 

Asia as a site to unveil and critique the US imperialism, the Atayal culture developing across 

time and nations, and an inquiry into the unfolding of cross-cultural trajectories of individuals 

like Coolidge’s mother and Coolidge himself. The first three frames generally adhere to 

existing ethno-nationalist categorizations, be they the division between white Americans and 

Asian Americans in the US, the differentiation of the indigenous tribes from Han settlers in 

Taiwan, the power struggles between Asia(s) and America(s), or a third-world critique of the 

US imperialism and militarism. The last two approaches nonetheless compel one to see the 

dynamic nature of a tribe’s development and a person’s identity. They foster historicized fluid 

conceptions of categorizations and relationships. In my class, I notice that the first three 

frames, once laid bare, were easily grasped by students, as these frames basically follow 
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normative national/ethnic divisions and the East/West oppositions that the students had been 

familiar with. In comparison, the last two approaches, which are concerned with temporal 

dimensions, historical changeability and tribes/individuals’ movement across geographical 

and national boundaries, posed more challenges to students for these approaches enforced a 

thinking beyond habitual lines of identities and did not lead to definitive conclusions on 

orientalism, nationalism, imperialism, or indigenous cultural values.13 Evocative of a “minor 

gesture” that aims more at activating thinking processes and shifting fields than at a well-

structured identificatory certainty, my class did not give students clear answers as to who 

Coolidge or his mother is. The students were left rather with an opened-up historical picture in 

which neither Asian American nor the Atayal culture has clear boundaries or stable existence.  

 

This article takes classrooms as crucial sites to extract the critical potentials of Asian 

American studies in Asia. My investigation of selected teaching accounts in section one 

illuminates that the transplantation of Asian American texts from North America to Asia could 

lead to various interpretive recontextualizations. More often than not, classroom readings 

could be symptomatic of habitual thoughts grounded on ethno-nationalist or Asia/the West 

divisions and provide important materials of critical analysis. Recognizing the values of 

students’ responses and readings on one hand, I nonetheless place emphasis on the other hand 

on not sticking to any specific reading model but bringing interpretive frameworks and scales 

into dialogues, with a view to opening classroom discussions into processes to work through 

and move beyond habitual knowledge. Following this line, the second section reflects on my 

attempt to test out in a teaching practice the dialogic productivity in a Taiwan classroom that 

teaches Asian American literature. Starting from revealing the power relationships between 

the minority and the majority, Asia(s) and America(s), and the third world and the first world, 

the classroom discussions of Voices in the Clouds moved toward the differences and linkages 
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among people inhabiting Taiwan and across Asia(s)/America(s) not in terms of static national 

or ethnic belongings but in light of spatial movements and historical change. Specifically, the 

discussions of Voices in my class not only highlight the integral positions of Asian/Pacific 

histories in the construction of Asian Americans but also compel a rethinking of Taiwan’s 

indigenous culture from a transnational and transhistorical dimension. The reading of an Asian 

American text in an Asian classroom as such triggers an open-ended transnational world view. 

It pushes for the movement of knowledge in a transpacific networking of people and ideas, in 

which both I and my students are implicated.  

 

Notes 

1. Major scholarship in English includes AALA Journal’s forum “Asian American Literature 

in a Global Frame” (2005); Amerasia Journal’s special issue “Word Travels: Asian 

American Writing in China, Germany, Korea, Italy, Poland, Sweden, Singapore & the 

US” (2008); Inter-Asia Cultural Studies’ special issues “Asian American Studies in Asia” 

(2012) and “Studying and Teaching Asian American Studies in East Asia” (2019), etc. 

For an overview of Asian American studies’ development in East Asia, see Feng (NOP

2014). 

2. See Wong (1995) and Cheung (1997) for the development of Asian American studies in 

the 1990s. See Ueki (QRST 2000) for an Asian perspective on this development. 

3. According to Wong, “Asian nationalist recuperation” consists of “the downplaying of the 

elements in an Asian American text that trouble a master narrative of the Asian nation to 

which it has putatively ‘natural’ ties (language, culture, immigration history, etc.) and the 

corresponding highlighting of the elements that confirm or enhance such a narrative” 

(2004, 35).  
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4. Shan (UVW) pointed to Taiwan readers’ “special affective affinity” (XYZ[\]) 

toward Chinese American literature (2000, 22); Wong nonetheless cautioned against 

Asian readers’ “superficial familiarity” toward Asian American literature (2004, 33). See 

also Tee (^_`)’s discussions (2012).  

5. Aksikas, Andrews, and Hedrick asserted in their introduction to the collection Cultural 

Studies in the Classroom and Beyond (2019) that cultural studies is “fundamentally a 

critical pedagogical project and that teaching and pedagogy have always been central to 

its practice” (1). They also pointed out: “while critical, self-reflexive accounts on our 

teaching and classroom practices do exist, they largely remain scattered and rare” (3).  

6. Izumi (abcd) also suggested that the “Japanese university classrooms” in which she 

taught Asian American studies are “sites of intervention” that operated “to deconstruct 

some hegemonic social discourses on race, culture, ethnicity, and justice in Japan” and 

“complicate some ideas held in Asian American studies by shifting the gaze from inside 

the United States to the outside” (2016, 316-317). 

7. See Liu (efg 2010) for the development of Taiwan’s elementary and high school 

curriculum in relation to indigenous cultures. 

8. Coolidge reiterated inhijkl [Standing up in Taiwan] (2016) that “the Taiwanese 

indigenous people want to be part of the bigger world” and what he meant to do in 

Taiwan is “to be the bridge” (1’03’’). 

9. According to Beauregard, Coolidge is presented in Voices as a “‘good’ Asian American 

subject: respectful, thoughtful, caring, and committed to advancing a form of liberal 

multiculturalism” (2015, 9). 

10. Intermarriages between Atayal women and other national/ethnic groups have not been 

uncommon since the Japanese colonial era. After the Chinese Nationalist government 

retreated to Taiwan, more Atayal women married Han people or members of the US 
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military. See Chen (ImE 2001, 8). In the case of Coolidge, many women of his 

mother’s family married foreigners (hijkl [Standing up in Taiwan] 2016, 3’05’’). 

11. One sequence in Voices presents Coolidge attending to his hospitalized father-in-law and 

subsequently the father-in-law’s funeral. Coolidge considered this experience an 

interruption to his Atayal roots search project in Taiwan and expressed “disappointment” 

(55’53’’). However, for viewers who look for Coolidge’s transnational and trans-ethnic 

life trajectories, this sequence is especially meaningful because it offers glimpses to 

Coolidge’s encounters and negotiations with the Han-culture and his language barriers in 

Taiwan. 

12. The practices of facial tattoos were banned during the Japanese colonial era and gradually 

disappeared. See Dean (2019). 

13. Similar ideas were advanced by Singapore-based scholar Walter Lim, who observed that 

his students “have less conceptual problems dealing with the idea of migration involving 

movement from the old country to the new world than with the idea of diaspora and 

transnationalism”; the students “have a slightly more difficult time analyzing and writing 

on representations of the experience of traversing and crossing transnational borders and 

demarcations” (2008, 139). 
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